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The Commission has issued the enclosed Amendment No. I& to Facility License 
No. DPR-52 for the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Unit No. 2. This amendment 
changes the Technical Specifications In response to your request of February 9, 
1979 (BFNP TS 121), as supplemented by your letters of May15, 1979 and 
May 16, 1979. This amendment permits operation of Browns Ferry Unit No. 2 
in cycle No. 3 following the current refueling outage.  

Copies of the Safety Evaluation and Notice of Issuance are also enclosed..  

Sincerely,

Thomas A. Ippolito, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #3 
Division of Operating Reactors
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1. Amendment No. q& to DPR-52 
2. Safety Evaluation 
3. Notice 
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U N ITED _2ST~ 

NUCLE-AR REGULATCRY C"N•..S I CTh 
,.. . .GT:N 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

DOCKET NO. 50-260 

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT NO. 2 

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE 

Amendment No. 46 
License No. DPR-52 

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that: 

A. The application for amendment by Tennessee Valley Authority (the 
licensee) dated February 9, 1979, as supplemented by letters dated 
May 15, 1979 and May 16, 1979, complies with the standards and 
requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the 
Act), and the Commission's rules and regulations set forth in 
10 CFR Chapter I; 

B. The facility will operate in conformity.with the application, 
the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of 
the Commission; 

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized 
by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the 
health and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities 
will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations; 

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the 
common defense and security or to the health and safety of 
the public; and 

F. The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 10 CFR Part 
51 of the Commission's regulations and all applicable requirements 
have been satisfied.  

2. Accordingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical Spec
ifications as indicated in the attachment to this license amendment 
and paragraph 2.C(2) of Facility License No. OPR-52 is hereby amended 
to read as follows: 

(2) Technical Specifications 

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices 
A and B, as revised through Amendment No. , are 
hereby incorporated in the license. The licensee 
shall operate the facility in accordance with the 
Technical Specifications.  
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3. This license amendment is effective as of the date of its issuance.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Thomas A. Ippo17toChief 
Operating Reactors Branch #3 
Division of Operating Reactors 

Attachment: 
Changes to the Technical 

Speci fications 

Date of Issuance: May 25, 1979



ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT NO. 46

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-52 

DOCKET NO. 50-260 

Revise Appendix A as follows: 

1. Remove the following pages and replace with identically numbered pages: 

vii/viii 
7/8 
9/To 
T5/16 
17/18 
19/20 
2T/22 
23/24 
25/26 

2ý-91/ 30 
71/72 

101/102 
lTl3/114 
131/132 
133/134 
139/140 
159/160 
167/168 
169/170 
181/182 

19_/220 
329/330 

2. The underlined pages are those being changed; marginal lines on these pages 

indicate the revised page. The overleaf page is provided for convenience.  

3. Add the following new page:

172a
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'1.0 DE7lINITION (CoUL'd) 

10. Logic - A logic is an arrangement of relayb, tontacts, and other 
components that produces a decision output.  

(a) Initiating - A logic that receive signals irom ch•n•els and 
produces decision output& to the actuation logIc.  

(b) Actuation - A logic that receives signala (either fron 
initiAtion logic or channels) and produces decision outputs 
to accmoplish a protective action.  

W. u=nctitmal Tests - A functional test is the manual operation or 
initi±.tion of a systez, subes~tem, or componen: to vesif7 that it 
fumcticou vithin design tolerances (e.g., the --amuAl start of a 
core spray p.p to verify that it runs and that it pimps the 
required vvlime of vatar).  

X. Shutdo-vn - -The reactor is in a shutdouv d otdi:icn when the ractror 
moda switch is in the shitdcs.n mod* posit.o• and no cors alterations 
are being performed.  

Y. Enziaeered Safezuard - An anginserad safegua:d is A sAf6ty syst•m 
the actions of whic.h are essential to a safety action raquired in 
respoe to accidents. .  

Z. Cuuative D•&time - The crt_-ultive downtL-nt for those eafaty 
oompnents and systems whose downtime is li.-ited to 7 consecutive 
days prior to requ.iing reaotor shutdcwn sah!! be laiited to rny 
7 days in a ocsecutive 30 day period.

7



~AeqV T TNITT1 LUUTHTT SAFETY S *~-Z~.b..a.----r b Q *bb'rl!O

1. 71JEL CLADDING INTEGRITY 

Applicability 

Applies to the interrelated vari
ables associated with fuel 
thermal behavior.  

Obj ective 

To establish limits which ensure 
the integrity of the fuel clad
d ig.  

Specifications 

A. Reactor Pressure > 800 psia
and Core Flow > 10% of Rated.  

IN'en the reactor pressure is 
greater than 800 psia, the 
existence of a mini,-m criti
cal po-'er ratio (NCPR) less 
Lhac 2_.07sla]l constitute 
violation of the fuel claddir.n 
integrity safety lixit.

2.1 FUEL CLADDING ITEGPRETy

Applicability

Applies to trip ;ettings of the 
instruments and devices which are 
provided to prevarc th2 rearctor 
system safety limits from being 
exceeded.  

Objective 

To define the Ievel of Lhe process.  
variables at uhich nutonatic pro
tective action i:; initiated to pre
vcnt the fuel cladiing incgrity 
safety limit from oeing ezxceded.  

Specification 

The limiting safety systeo settiags •;h-t7 
be as specified below: 

A. Neutron Flus Scram.  

1. APRM Flux Scram Trip Setting 
(Run Ilode) 

Oen th,ý Mode Switch iv 4
the RUN position, the AP?.:t 
flux scram trip setting shall 
be: 

S<(0.66W + 54Z) 

where.  

S = Settiag in percant of 
rated thernal power 
(3293 tit) 

W - Loop recircuiaticn flow 
rate In percent of rated 
(rated loop recircu-latieo 
flow rate equals 
34.2x,06 lb/hr)

a

Amendment No .3., 46
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SAY"7Y I.IMITT IMITI iJG SAFFMY SY*.;TLi Si•iTl iG 

.1 ).'II:-1. C.,Ptrf�N'i 1NTW TTY 2.I FUEl. CLADDTING )'NTmi:TY 

Ir the event of rtio wtL •; 
core maximum fraction of limiting 
power density (CHYLPD) greater than 
fraction of rated thermal power (FRP) 
the setting shall be modified as 
follows: 

S:_ (O.66W + 54Z) FRP 
CKFLPD 

For no combination of loop recircu
lation flow• rate and core thv-n=' 
power shall the APRM flux scrv1- :r!, 
setting be allowed to exceed 120% 
of tated thermal power.  

(Note: These settings assume operation 
within the basic thermal hydraulic 
design criteria. These criteria ari 
LUGR < 18.5 kv/ft for 7'7 fuel ara= 
13.4 kw/ft for 8X8 and M8R fuel, MCPR 

within limits of Specification 3.5.k. If 
it is determined that either of h 
design criteria is being violittz 
during operation, action shall be 
initiated within 15 ninutes to rcs'to-, 
operation within prescribcud li-I 
Surveillance requirements for A%'
scram setpoint are given in 
specification 4.1.B.  

2. APRM--4nen the reactor mode switch 
is in the STA.RTV, POSITION, the 
APRM scrjzm shall be set at less 
than or equal to 15% of rated power.  

3, IFM--The IRM4 E-ram shall lie sat a 
less than or equal to 120/125 of 
full scale.  

B. APRM Rod Bloo.: Trio Settinq 
B. Core Tie.-tal Powe- Limit 

(Peat tor Pressure <B00 psia) The *kz', PD-- b ; : r:ir sL i trnr 

be: 
.2er the reactor pressure is less 
th~tn or equal to 800 psia,

Amendment No. 32, 35, 46



T.lMTTrfC. ;AT.:TY SyrT'FM Sql-'MTNr 

.. .. '. RT'Y ' 2.1 FUEL CLADDING INrrEGRITY

1.1 FUEL I.LJ.J "'.  

or core cool8nt flow is less 

than 10% of rated, the core 

thermal power shall not ex

ceed 823 MWt (about 25% of 

rated thermal power).

SRS, (0.66W + 42%) 
whe re: 

S= Rod block setting is percent 
of rated thermal power (3293 MWt)

W = Lrp recirculation flow -ate 
in percent of rated (rated loop 

recircula.ioan flow rate equals 

3L.2 X 10o lb/hr) 

In the event o[ operation with the cor.

maximum fraction of limitinz po-.:er density 

(C>TLPD) grcater than fraction oF rated 

therral pow:er (Fe,?) the setting shall be 

,-odificd as follows: 

FPR 
SRB <(0.66W + 42%) CZ1FLPD

C. Whenever the reactor is in 

the shutdown condition with 

irradiated fuel in the rea-c

tor vessel, the water level 

shall not be less than 17.7 

in. above the top of the 

normal hctive fuel zone.

C. Scran and iscluaticn--> 538 in. above 
reactor low water vessel zero lev, 

I. Scrarm--turbfne stop < 10 percent 

vi!ve clcsure valve closure

E. Scran--turbine control valve 

1. Fast closure 

2. Loss of control 
oil pressiue 

F. Scram--low con

denser vacuum

Upon trip of the fast actinr 
solenoid valves.

> 550 psit, 

> 23 inches 
Hg vacuum

G. Scra-m--nain steam < 10 percent 
line isolation valve closure 

H. !'ain steam isolation > 825 psig 

Nalve closure--nuclear system low 

pressure

10

Amendment No. 32



. I fASFS: .'UJF.L CLADDIU:C 1NTFCRITh' SAYFETY LIMIT 
The fuel cladding represents one of the physical barriers which separate radioactive materials fron environa. The integrity of this claddlng b•r•ier is related to its relative freedom from perforations or cracking. kiciough some corrosion or use-reiated cracking may occur during the life of the cladding fission product migration from this source is Increuencally cumulative aad continuously measurable. Fuel cladding perforaCions, ho.evv. can result from ther=Jii stresses which occur from reactor operation signific.antly above design conditions and the protection system setpoints. While fission product mkigration from cladding performation is Just as measurable as that from use-relýuted cracking. the thermally-caused cladding perforations signal a threshold, beyord which still greater thermal stresses may cause gross rather than incrementa cladding decerioration. Therefore, the fuel cladding safety limti is defined In terus of the reactor operating conditions uhich can result in cladding perforation.  

The fuel cladding integrity limit is set such that no calculated fuel damage would occur as a result of an abnormal operational transient. Because fuel dazage is not directly observable, the fuel cladding Safety Limit i defined vith margin to the conditions which would produce onset transition boiling (KC•R of 1.0).  This establishes a Safety Limit such that the minimum critical p;ver ratio (MCR) is no less than 1.07. MCUR >1.07 represents a conservative margin ralative to the conditions required to maintain fuel cladding integrity.  
Onset of transition boiling results in a decrease in heat transfer from the clad and, therefore, elevated clad temperature and the possiblity of clad failure.  Since boiling transition is not a directly observable parameter, the margin to boiling transition is calculated from plant operating para-ieterv such as core power, core flow. feedwater temperature, and core power distribution. The margin for each fuel assembly is characterized by the critical power ratio (CPR) which is the ratio of the bundle power which would produce onset of transition boiling divided by the actual bundle power. The minimum value of this ratio for any bundle In the core is the minimum critical power ratio (0CPR). It is assuued that the plant operation is controlled to the nominal protective setpooincs via the instrumented variables, i.e., normal plant operation presented on Figure 2.1.1 by the n'winnal ev'.ectp,4 flnw cnncrnl lirt. T-ne Safetv Limuit DIfCPR of 1.07)hkm 4,,FFlcient I conser'vact=m to assure that in the event of an abnormal operational transient iniciace.! from a normal operating condition (MCPR > limits specified in specification 3.5.k) more than 99.9- of the fuel rods in the core are expected to avoid boiling transizion. The margin between .CP, of 1.0 (onset of rransitbon boiling) and the safety limit 1.07 is derived fron a detailed statistical analysis considering all of the uncertainties in monitoring the core operating srate including uncertainty in the boiling transition correla'Lon as described in Reference 1. The uncertainties employed in deriving the safety limit are provided at the beginning of each fuel cycle.

15Amendment No..-35T, 46



.1 .-1 BASES

Because the boiling transition correlation is based on a ltoige quantity ox full scale data there is e )'-ry high conrf.ience taat operation of a fL!tj assembly at the condition of' MCPR =1.07 would not produce boiling transition. Thus, although it is not required to establish the safety limit additional margin exists between the safety limit and the actual occurence of loss of cladding integrity.  

However, if boiling transition were to occur, clad perforation -would aot be expected. Cladding temperatures would increase to approximaately llO 00F which is below the perforation temperature of the claddin-g material. This has been verified by tests in the General Ejectric Test Reactor (GETR) where fuel similar in design to BFNP operated above the critical heat flux for a significant period of tiUe (30 minvtem' without clad perforation.  

If reactor pressure should ever exceed 1400 psia during nort.l power operating (the limit of applicability of the boiling transition correlation) it vould be assumed that the fuel cladding integrity Safety Limit has been violated.  
In addition to the boiling transition limit (MCPR - 1.07) operation is constrained to a maximum LCR of 18.5 kw/ft for 7x7 fuel and 13.4 kw/ft for 8x8 and 8x8R fuel. This limit is reached when the Core Maximum Fraction of Limiting Power Density equals 1.0 (CMWLPD - 1.0). For the case where Core Maximum Fraction of Limiting Power Density exceeds the Fraction of Rated Thermal Power, operation is permitted only at less than 100Z of rated power and only with reduced APRM scram settings as required by specification 2.1.A.I.  

At pressures below 800 puia, the core elevation pressure drop (0 poWer, 0 flow) is greater than 4.56 psi. At low powers and flows this pressure differential is maintained in the bypass region of the core. Since the pressure drop in the bypass region is essentially all elevation head, the core pressure drop at low powers and flow wili always be greater than 4.56 psi. Analyses show that with a flow of 28X03 ib8/hr bund.l.  flow, bundle pressure drop is nearly independent of bundle power &nd has a value of 3.5 psi. Thus, the bundle flow with a 4.56 psi driving head will be greater than 28x10 3 lbs/hr. Full scale ATLAS test data taken at pressures from 14.7 psia to 800 psia indicate that the fuel a•sambly critical power at this flow is approximately 3.35 4Wt. With the design peaking factors this corresponds to a core thermal powver of 'zre than 50%. Thus, a core thermal power limit of 25% for reactor pressures below 800 psia is conservative.  

For the fuel in the core during periods when the reactor is shut down, consideration must also be given to water level requirements due to the effect of decay heat. If water level should drop below the top of the fuel durIng this time, the ability to remove decay heat is reduced. This reduction in cooling capahility could lead to elevated cladding temperatures and clad perforation. As long as the fuel remains covered with water, sufficient cooling is available to prevent fuel clad perforation.  

16
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The safety limit has been established at 17.7 in. above the top of the 

irradiated fuel to provide a point which can be monitored and also pro

vide adequate margin. This point corresponds approximately to the top 

of the actual fuel assemblies and also to the lower reactor low water 

level trip (378" above vessel zero).  

P.F•F.NHCE 

1. General Electric DIJR Thermal Analysis Basis (GETAB) Data, Correlation 

and Design Application, NEDO 10958 and HIYDE 10958.

I 2.
General Electric Reload Licensing Amendment for BFNP Unit 2 Reload 

No. 2, NEDO-24169. January 1979 as amended by NEDO-24169A.

Amendment No. 35, 46
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2I1 BAS,3: LtM1TICG SAFETY SYSTFM SETTINCS RFLATFD TO FIFTL CLWDDNG JI1TECKIt( 

The abnorLal. operational transients applicable to operation of the Brovns Fcrry 
Nuclear Plant have been analyzed throughout the spectrum of planned operating coý,
ditions up to the design ther-.al power orcltru € .' all Sm .  

based upon plant operation in accordance with the ope-atin& map given in Figu-e 3.7-1 
of tne FSAH. In addition, 3293 1tW is the licensed maximum power level 

of Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, and this represents the miaxitum steady-scate 
power which shall not knowingly be exceeded.  

Conservatism Is incorporated in the transient analyses in estimating the 

controlling factors, such as void reactivity coefficient, control rod scram 
worth, scram delay tite, peaking fautors, ond axial power shapes. These 

factors are selectcd conservatively with respect to their effect on the 
applicable transient results as detcrmined by the current analysis model.  
This transient model, evolved over many years, has been substantiated in opser
tion as a conservativi 'oo. 4or evaluating reactor .,e',ýf.: r ormanee.  

Resultc obtained from a Sencral Electri: boiling water rczctor have been 

compared with predictions made by the irodcl. The comparlsIons and res,'l

are.sumarized in Reference 1.  

The absolute value o: the void reactivity coefficient used in the analysLs 

is conservatively estimated to be about 25% greater than the nomtnal m'xlmuz 

value expec:ed to occur durfng the core liaetir~e. The scram vOtth used haa 

been derated to be equiva~lent to appror.!rtely 8C eof the total scram worth o! 

the control rods. The scram delay cice and race of rod inserriort allove' 
U.. ,01. ,-v~ i• Ire consCrvatively set cqu.il to the lon;est delay and zlow
est insertion race acceptable by Technical Specificati:na.  

The effect of scrim worth, scrav delay time 
And rod Insertion rate, all conservatively applied, are of greatest significance 

in the early portion of the negative reactivity insertion. The rapid insertion 
of negative reactivity is assured by the time requirements for 5Z and 202 inaertic'.  
sy the time the rods are 60% Inserted. approximately four dollara of negative reac
tivity has been inserted which strongly turns the transient, and accomplishes the 

deuired effect. The times for 507 and 90% insertion are given to assure proper 
conpletion of the expected performance in the earlier portion of the transfenr, 
and to establish the ultimate fully shutdown sceady-scate condition.  

For a^alyses of the thermal consequences of the transients a HCPR> limits 
specified in specification 3.5,k is conservntivply Qssi;mTd to exist rrior 
to initiation of the transients.  
-Lnn choice Of u•ins Congervative. valueis cf contro~lliv lara-_,ece'7s ,nd inlri.,ýcns 

traasl!ncs at the design power level, produces more pessinist:i an!vers zhan 
woull regkl: by usLng expected value- of control parm.ecerg and analyzing it higher 

power levels.  

Seady-5tac4 operation without forced recirculation vill not be per>itted 
for maor: than 12 hours. and the start of a recirculatien putmo from the naturai 

circulaLion condition will not be vermitted unless the tominiature difference 
between the loop to be started and the core coolcnt temaerarlirc is less than /-OF.  
This reduces the Dositive reactivity insertion to ant acceotably low value.  

19 
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7.1 X %

In summary 

1. The licensed maximum power level is 3,293 MW':.  

2. Analyses of transients employ adequately conservative values of the 

controlling reactor para.eters.  

3. The abnormal operational transients were analyzed to a power level of 3440 M67.  

4. The analytical procedures now used result in a more logical answer than 

the alternative method of assuming a higher startizg power in conjunc

tion with the expected values for the parameters.  

The bases for individual set points are discussed below: 

A. Neutron ?lux Scram 
1. APRM High Flux Scram Trip Setting (Run Mode) 
The average power range monitoring (APYM) syste=, which is calibrated 
wusing beat balance data taken during steady-state conditions, reads 

in percent of ra:ed power (3,293 KWt). Because fission chamber3 pro

vide the basic input signals, the APRM system responds directly to 

average neutron flux. During transients, the i=stantaneous rate of 

beat transfer from the fuel (reactor thermal power) is less than the 

instantaneour neucron flux due to the time constant of the fuel.  

Tharefore, during transients induced by disturbances, the thernil 

power of the fuel will be less than that indicated b7 the neutron flux 

at the scram setting. Analyses repor:ed in Section 14 of the Final 

Safety Analysis Report de-oastrated that with a 120 percent acrt= trid 

setting, none of the abzormal operational transients analyzed violat: 
the fu2l safety limit and Ehere is a subscantial margin frcm fuel 
damage. Therefore, use of a flow-biased scram provides even additional 
n4rgin. Figure 2.1.2 shows the flow biased scram as a function of 

core flow.  

An increase in the A.FRU scra.m setting would decrease the margia pre

sent before the fuel clcddin7 i:regri"7 safety 1i=.it is reached. The 
APRM scram setting was de:ermined by an analysis of aarg=is rzquired 

to provide a reasonable rang. for mameuveriaZ during operation.  
Reducing this operating margin would increase tc.e frtquemc7 of spurious 
scracw, which have an adverse effecc on reactor safecy because of the* 

resulting ther--al &tressed. Thus. the A.P?.M setting was selected 
because it provides adequate •argin for the fuel cladding integr'it7 
safety limit ye: allows operating sar:;im that reduces the posmibili. of 
la.xcssar7 scrama.
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2 .1 CASFS 

The scram trip setting must be adjusted io ensure that the LHGR transient peak is not increased for any combination of 01FLPD and FRP. The scram setting is adjusted in accordance with the formula in specification 2.1.A.l when the CMFLPD exceeds FRP.  

Analyses of the LL=irig transients show that no scram asjustztnt is rcqu.:ed to assure MCPR >1.07 when the transient is initiated from HCPR > lirlits specified in specification 3.5.k.  2. APLM Flux Scram Trip Setqu (Refuel or Start & Hor Standby Hods) 
For cp eration in EhC acartup rWde while the rcactor Is at low Pre.aure, the A?" acre, sezring of 15 percent of ra:ed power prov!J1d adequste thermal cariln between the Setpoint and the cafety7 1!1t, 25 percent of rated. The margin Is adeouate to acco=-•odace anticipated maneuvers associated with power Plant eotartuo. Effect, of increasgin pressure at zero or low void content are minior, cold water fron sources available during acar:up is not much colder than that already in the system, temperature coefficients are small, and control rod pacterna are constrained to be unt;iorm by operatinC procedures backed uo by the rod vvrth r-inimizer &nJ the Rod Sequence Control Syoeen. Worth of ind(vidusl rods is very low in a uniform rod pzttern. Thus, all of possalle source* of reActivity tnput, unifo.-- contro red vithdrawalIi the noar probable cause of nifict power r"oe. Because the --lux diseribuhtio associated wizh .rod w eithdrawas do. not involve high loca e...  and because several rods Muer be moved to change power b7 aGiLifin( Percentage of rated power, the rate of poaer rise Is very slow. •e+erjl the hesc flux is in r.ar equilibrium with the fit•lon race. In a.) adsu=ed unifor-- rod wfch.rsw.al approach to chiý sacra level, the rate of Power rise le no more :tan 5 percent of rated power per mlnuce, and the A-0.9 s-rc.t would be core than adequate to assure a scram before the power could exceed the na'ec> limc. The 15 percent AF.7' scram re.jin" active umtil Che C.ade switc. is placed in Ct.e RU:N po;stion. This cVwCch occurz when reactor pressure Is greater than 830 paig.  

3. IM• FluV. Scran TrLp Sectfng 
The IR•' System consists of 8 chamber.;, in each oe the ra.,tcto* 'tnttol. s/Steer logic channels. The i s! is a 5-decade sn1* r1r-cent -.hich covers the range of powet I.vve betwpen that cov-!ed by :-e 5-j aJ the A-,. T-.  
S decades are covered b5 the thf, by means of a range switch and the 5 decades are broken down into 10 ranges, each being one-half oý a de'.Ide in siLe. 7he M4 scram serting of 1C0 divisions is active !n each -r,-.p --,- e U .
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1 BASES 

3. IRN Flux Scrim Trin SettinA (Continued) 

example, if the instrument were on range 1, the scram setting would be at 120 

divisions for that range; likewise, if the instrument wa3 Zr- 5 ., the scram 

setting would be 120 divisions on that range. Thus, as the IMC• 's ranged up to 

acommodate the increase In power level, the scram setting is also ranged up. A 

scram at 120 divisions on the IRM Instruments remains in effect as long as the 

reactor is in the startup mode. In addition, the APRM 15% scram prevents 

higher power operation without being in the RUN mode. The IM1 scram provides 

protection for changes which occur both locally and over the entire core. The 

most significant sources of reactivity change during the power increase are 

due to control rod withdrawal. For insequence control rod withdrawal, the 

rate of change of power is slow enough due to the physical limitation of 

withdrawing control rods, that heat flux is in equilibrium with the neutron 

flux and an IRM scram would result in a reactor shutdown well before any safety 

limit is exceeded. For the case of a single control rod withdrawal error, a 

range of rod withdrawal accidents was analyzed. This analyp.is included starting 

the accident at various power levels. The most severe case involves an initial 

condition in which the reactor is just subcritical and the RIM system is not 

yet on scale. This condition exists at quarter rod density. Quarter rod 

density is illustrated in paragraph 7.5.5 of the FSAR. Additional conservatism 

was taken in this analysis by assuming that the IRM channel closest to the 

withdrawn rod is bypassed. The results of this analysis show that the reactor 

is scrammed and peak power limited to one percent of rated power, thus uai~ntainirg 

HCPR above 1.07. Based on the above analysis, the IRM provides protection 

against local control rod withdrawal errors and continuous withdrewal of 

control rods in sequence.  

B. APRM Control Rod Block 

Reactor power level way be varied by moving control rods or by varying 

the recirculation flow rate. The APRM system provides a control rod 

block to prevent rod withdrawal beyond a given point at constant recir

Ic uclation flow rate, and thus to protect against the condition of a 

MCPR less than 1.07. This rod block trip setting, which Is automatically 

varried with recirculation loop flow rate, prevents an increase in 

the reactor power level to excess values due to control rod with

drawal. The flow variable trip setting provides substantial war;%in 

22
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2.1 DASES 

from fuel damage, assuming a steady-state operation at the tvip er'ting. over 

the entire recirculation flow range. The margin to the Safct.t Li'.±it increasie

as the flow decreases for the sptu-iiCfed trip setting versus flou e(.lationship; 

therefore, the worsc case MCPR which could occur during steady-state operation is 

at 108% of rated thermal power bec3use of the APRM rod block trip setting. The 

actual power distributiort i tthe core is established by specified coitrol rod sequences 

and i% monttored continuously by the in-core LPRJ1 system. '-- uLth thm JARRM scram 

trip setting. thi APRt rod block trip netting is adjusted dov Jard if the 

C14FLFD exceeds F'p thus preserving the *YP'M ro-A t-Iock safety margin.  

C. Reactor Water Low Level Scra'm and Isolation (Except ?t-in Steauillnes) 

The set point for the io-a level scram Is above the bottom o; the separator skirt.  

This level has betr used !n transient analysrs dealing with coolant invena,'ý' 

decrease. The results reported in FSAR subsection 1&.5 sbct" thaz scraa and iscolat Jor 

of all process lines (except main steam) at this level aJequately protects the fuel 

Sand the pressure barrier, because HCPR is greater than 1.97 Ln a.l1 cases, and 

systeo pressure does not reach the safety valve settings. The scrau setting is 

approximately 31 inches belov the normal operating range and is ihuG adequate to 

avoid spurious zera-.s.  

D. Turbine F~o; Valve Closu..re Scram 

The turbine stop valve closure trip anticipates the pressure, neutron flux 

and heat flux increases that would result from closure of the stop valves.  

With a trip setting of 10% of valve closure from full open, the resultant 

increase in heat flux is such that adequate thermal margins are maintained 

even during the worst case transient that assumes the turbine bypass valves 

remain closed. (Reference 2) 

E. Turbine Control Valve Scram 

I. Fast Closure Scram 

This turbine control valve fast closure scram anticipates the pressure, 

neutron flux, and heat flux increase that could result from fast closure 

of the turbine control valves due to load rejection coincident with 

failures of the turbine bypass valves. The Reactor Protection System 

initiates a scram when fast closure of the control valves is initiated 

by the fast acting solenoid valves and in less than 30 milllseconds aite

the start of control valve fast closure. This is achieved by the action 

of the fast acting solenoid valves in rapidly reducing hydraulic control 

oil pressure at the main turbine control valve actuator disc dump valves.  

This loss oF pressure is sensed by pressure switches whose contacts form 

the one-out-of-two-twice looic input to the reactor protection system.  

This trip setting, a nominally 50" qreater closure tine ind a different 

valve characteristic from that of the turbine stop valve, combine to 

produce transients very similar to that for the stop valve. No signifi

cant change in MCPR occurs. Relevant transient analyses are discussed 

in References 2 and 3 of the Final Safety Analysis Report. This scram 

is bypassed when turbine steam flow is below 30Z of rated, as measured 

by turbine first state pressure.  

23 
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2. Sera& oa loss of control oil pressure 

The turbine hydraulic control system operates using high pressure 

oil. There are several points in this oil system vhers a loss of 

oil pressure could result in a fast closure of the turbine control 

valves. This fast closure of the turbine control valves is not 

protected by the generator load rejection scram, since failure of 

the oil system vould not result in the fast closure solenoid 

valves being actuated. For a turbine control valve fast closure.  

the core would be protected by the APIJ4 and high reactor pressure 

scrams. However, to provide the same margins as provided for the 

gseerator load rejection scram on fast closure of the turbine 

control valves, a scram has been added to the reactor protection 

system, vhich senses failure of control oil pressure to the tur

bine control system. This is an anticipatory scram and results in 

reactor shutdown before any gignificaot increase in pressure or 

neutron flux occurs. The transient response is very similar to 

that resulting from the generator load rejection.  

I. Kain Condenser Low Vacuum Scram 

To protect the main condenser against overpressure, a loss of con

denser vacuum initiates automatic closure o! the turbine stop valves 

and turbine bypass valves. To anticipate the transient and automatic 

*cram resulting from the closure of the turbine stop valves, loy con

deneer vacuum iniiietes a scram. The loy vacuum scram set point is 

selected to initiate a scram befc.'e tha closure of the turbine stop 

valves is initiated.  

6. R I. Kain Steas Line Is...stion on Low Pressure and Kain Steam Line 

Isolation Scram 

The low pressure isolation of the main steam lines at 825 paig was 

provided to protect against rapid reactor depressurization and the 

resulting rapid cooldown of the vessel. Advantage is taken of the 

scram feature that occurs when the main steam line Isolation valves 

are closed, to provide for reactor shutdown so that high power opera

tion at low reactor preasur: does not occur, thus providing protection 

for the fuel cladding integrity safety limit. Operation of the reac

tor at pressures lower than 825 psig requires that the reactor mo3e 

svitch be in the STARTUP? position, vheze protection of the fuel cladding 

integrity safety limit is provided by the IRX and APR14 high neutron flux 

-scrams. Thus, the combination of main steam line low pressure isolation 

and Isolation valve closure scram assures the availability of neutron 

flux scram protection over the entire range of applicability of the fuel 

cladding integrity safety limit. In addition, the isolation valve 

closure scram anticipates the pressure and flux transients that occur 

during normal or inadvertent isolation valve closure. With the scram 

set at 10 percent of valve closure, neutron flux does not increase.



2.1 AS ES 

I. J. & K. Reactor low water level set Eatnc for Initiation o( IpCI and RCICJ Closin.uMain steam IsolatIon valves, and ztArtinLPC.  
and core spr~y pumps.  

These systems maIntain adequate coolant inventory and provide core cooling with the objective of preventing excessive clad temperatures.  The design of these systems to adequately perform the intended functlion is based on the specified low level scram set point and Initiaklon set points. Transient analyses reported in Seccion L4 of the FS.R demonstrate that these conditions result in adequate safety margins for both the fuel and the system pressure.  

L. Reference.s 

1. Linford, R. B., "Analytical Kethods of Plant Transient Evaluations for the General Electric Boiling Water Reactor," NEDO-l0802, Feb., 1973.  

2. General Electric Reload Licensing Amendment for BFNP Unit 2 Reload No. 2, NEDO-24169, January 1979 and NEDO-24169A.
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1.2 BASES 

pressure monitor higher in the vessel. Therefore, 2ollowin- anY trenc•••t 
that is severe enough to cause concern that this safety limit was vioihteý, 
a calculation wi.ll be performed usin' all avmilbie in.or:.ation to 
mine if the safety limit was violated.  

REF NCES 

1. Plnnt Safety Analysis (Bi? FSAR Section 1L.Z) 

2. !.S':- 3oiler and Pressure Vessel Code Sectizn III 

3. UZAS Pi7rinr Code, Secticn 33!.l 

:, i~eector .;.zTsel and Anpurtenances I!echsnic:l Zc~n (27•.-2P-/ 
Su*asecticn 4.2) 

5. General Electric Supplemental Reload Licensing Submittal for 
Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Station Unit 2 Reload No. 2, 
NEDO-24169, January 1979 and NEDO-24169A.
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2.2 BASES 

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTE-M INTEGRITY 

The pressure relief system for each unit at the Browns Ferry Nuclear 
Plant has been sized to meet two design bases. First, the total safety/ 
relief valve capacity has been established to meet the overpressure pro
tection criteria of the ASNE Code. Second, the distribution of this 
required capacity between safety valves and relief valves has been set 
to meet design basis 4.4.4-1 of subsection 4.4 which states that the 
nuclear system relief valves shall prevent opening of the safety valves 
during normal plant isolations and load rejections.  

The details of the analysis which shows compliance with the ASME Code 
requirements is presented in subsection 4.4 of the FSAR and the Reactor 
Vessel Overpressure Protection Summary Technical Report submitted in 
response to question 4.1 dated December 1, 1971.  

To meet the safety- design basis, thirteen safety-relief valves have been 
installed on unit 2 with a total capacity of 84.2% of nuclear boiler 
rated steam flow. The analysis of the worst overpressure transient, 
(3-second closure of all main steam line isolation valves) neglecting the 
direct scram (valve position scram) results in a maximum vessel pressure 
of 1299 psig if a neutron flux scram is assumed considering one relief valve 
is inoperable. This results in an 76 psig margin of the code allowable over
pressure limit of 1375 psig.  
To meet the operational design basis, the total safety-relief capacity 
of 84.2% of nuclear boiler rated has been divided into 70% relief 
(11 valves) and 14.2% safety (2 valves). The analysis of the plant iso
lation transient (turbine trip with bypass valve failure to open) assuming 
a turbine trip scram is presented in Reference 5 on page 29. This analysis 
shows thatlO of llrelief valves limit pressure at the safety valves 
to 1226 psig, well below the setting of the safety valves. Therefore, 
the safety valves will not open. This analysis shows that peak system 
pressure is limited to 1250 psig which is 125 psig below the allowed 
vessel overpressure of 1375 psig.

30
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NOTES FOk TABLE 3.2.8 

1. Whenever any CSCS System In required by section 3.5 to be operable, there shall be two operable trip systems except as noted. If a requirement of the first column is reduced by one, the indicated action shall be taken. If the same function is inoperable in more than one trip system or the first column reduced by more than one, 
action B shall be taken.  

Action: 

A. Repair in 24 hours. If the function is not operable in 24 houts, 
take action B.  

B. Declare the system or component inoperable.  

C. Immediately take action B until power is verified on the trip 
system.  

D. No action required, indicators are considered redundant.  

2. In only one trip system.  

3. Not considered in a trip system.  

4. Requires one channel from each physical location (there are 4 loca
tions) in the steam line apace.  

5. With diesel power, each R.RS pump is scheduled to start immediately 
and each CSS pump is sequenced to start about 7 sec later.  

6. With normal power, one CSS and one RHRS pump is scheduled to start instantaneously, one CSS and one RHRS pump is sequenced to start after about 7 sec with similar pumps starting after about 14 sec and 21 sec, at which time the full complement of CSS and RKRS pumps would 
be operating.  

7. The RCIC and HPCl steam line high flow trip level settings are given in terms of differential pressure. The RCICS setting of 450" of H 0 corresponds to 300? of rated steam flow at 1140 psi& and 210% at 2 165 pals. The HPCIS setting of 90 psi correspands to 225% of rated flow at 1140 psia and 160% at 165 puia.  

8. Note 1 does not apply to this item.  

9. The head tank is designed to assure that the discharge piping from the CS and RItR pumps are full. The pressure shall be maintained at or above the values listed in 3.5.1, which ensures water in the discharge piping 
and up to the head tank.
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O".ES FoR TABLE 3.2.8 (Conciaued)

10. Only oae trip systm for each cooler fan.  

11. In only two of the four 4160 V shutdowa boards. See note 13.  

12. In o*4iy one of the four 4160 V shucdown boarda. See TLOte 1)3.  

13. An emergency 4160 V ,ihutdom board is conaidered a crip ayz.  

14. RMS' pump would be inoperable. Refer to saccicn 4.5.C for cLa 
requirvments of a R.RSW pump beinr i&ierable.  

15. The accident signal ia the saticfact~rf cmpleti. n ct a -VI-i--ao 
taken twice logic of the dryvell high pressure plugs lo roaccor pre4s
sure or the veaael low wacer level (> 378" sbov ve a zero) ogiannciul 
In the core spray oyet.. trip system.  

16. The ADS circuitry is capable of accomplishing ita protactiv a itien 
with one operable trip oysteua. Therefore ona trip sytat iL27 b.a ?ake•l 
out of service for fuoctiortal testing and calibratica for a p.riad not 
to exceed 8 hours.  

17. Two RPT systems exist, either of which will trip both recirculation 
pumps. The systems will be individually functionally tested monthly.  
If the test period for one RPT system exceeds 2 consecutive hours, the 
system will be declared inoperable. if both RPT systems are inoperable 
or if 1 RPT system is inoperable for more than 72 hours, an orderly poer 
reduction shall be initiated and reactor power shall be less than 85% 
within 4 hours.

.m,'nd,-nt No ./ , 46



TABLE 4.2.B (Continued)

Instrument 
Core Spray 
StguaI 

hastrumenc 
Core Spray 
Signal

Channel 
Loop I Accident 

CLapnel. 
1-44~P 2 Accident

Calibration Instrumat Check
?unaction 

UMR Area Cooler Fan Logic 
CD 

rt 

Core Spray Area Cooler Fan Loeic 

- Instrument Channel 
) Core Spray Motors A or D Start 

Instrument Channel 
Core Spray Motors I or C Start

Ai4ftS' Initiate Logic 

!4PT initiate logic 

,, bretkeoL

once/6 aontha N/A 

N/A

C,/opec.a Ing cycie N/A

I/A
MI'A

(2

Teasted during 
functional test of 
instrumenc channels, 
UM motor start and 
thermostat (ROR area 
cooler fan). No other 
test required.  

Tested during logic 
system functional 
test of instrument 
channels, core spray 
motor start and thermo
stat (core spray area 
cooler fan). No other 
test required.  

Tested during functional 
test of core spray pump 
(refer to section 4.5.A).  

Tested during functional 
toest of core spray pump 
(refer to section 4.S.A).  

Tested during logic 
system functional 
test of core spray 
system.  

Testad durnuS logic 
ytcem functional 

test of core spray 
:eyaeum.

~IVA

N/A MlA

N/A N/A

N/A
N/A

VIA N/A

N/A 

N/A

N/A



TABLE 4.2.C 
SUIRV ILLCMC RFQUIPILVITS rOR [NSTIMMATIO!I THAT TNITLATE ROD BLOCKS

Function 

APPR4 Upscale (low DIas) 

APRN Upscale (Startup lode) 

APR4 Dounscale 

APR24 Inoperative 

RB9 Upscale (Vleoi Bias) 

) fDotmecale 

IM Inoperative 

o: IRH Upscale 

IRM Dovuscale 

11)4 Detector not in Startup 
Position 

13)4 Inoperative 

SRH Upscale 

SiX Dounscale 

51H Detector not Ln Startup 
Poastion 

SR, Inoperative 

Flow Bias Comp~rator 

Flow Bias Upscale 

Rod Block Logic 
RSCS Rl.-trairiL

Functional Test 

(1) (13) 

(1) (13) 

(1) (13) 

(1) (13) 

(1) (13) 

(1) (13) 

(1) (13) 

(l)(2) (13) 

(l)(2) (13) 

(2) (once/opera
ting cycle) 

(1)(2) (13) 

(l)(2) (13) 

(1)(2) (13) 

(2) (once/opera
tins cycle) 

(1)(2) (13) 

(1) (15) 

(16) 
(W)

Calibration (17) 

once/3 months 

once/3 months 

once/3 months 

N/A 

once/6 months 

once/6 months 

H/A 

oncel3 months 

once/] months 

onceloperating cycle (12) 

N/A 

once/3 months 

once/3 months 

once/operating cycle (12) 

N/A 

once/operating cycle (20) 

oncef3 months 

N/A 
once/3 months

Instrutent Check 

oncefday (8) 

once/day (8) 

once/day (8) 

once/day (8) 

once/dst (8) 

once/day (8) 

once/day (8) 

once/day (8) 

ouce/day (8) 

N/A 

NIA 

H/A 

once/day (8) 

once/day (8) 

N/A 

NI/A 

I/A 

W/A 

N/A 
R/A



The MpCI hith ifc'v and teapprAture Instruirentatafun arc iprovtded to detect 

a break In the hPC1 steam plpirW. Trip pinp of thin 1istrwmaentation re

sults in Actvition of HPI~C Is%.2!t1ot% valves. TrIppinig logtc for the hilth 
flow 13 a 1 out of 2 logtic, and all1 sensors are rc-luired Zo be operable.  

Ulp~h t e'peza cu r i in t Ie -I -Ir. It y o f t hc wrT1 equ ip'ment Is sensed by 4 
sets of 4. bIV'PCa!:C tetperature switches. Thir ICJ te, erature switches 
are arranged in. 2 Ctri-. syntemr with 8 temperaturr SwitcheL. in each trip 
systemVY, 

The MFC It(ri 1 ctl1 1 . 90'~v f.) I ; ~ f I C.V e.d 2'CFT ftz high tema
pe ratur U ACC i pSU(h L .C CCr t t-r nvcry 1is pr rven.,rc' a,..' f IssIon produc t 
release is wlth:ri 

The RCIC h I&L Im an. A t -rpr a iw ie If.-. riu'eri ntJ I~ o, 'rr .ar rnecd the sam' 
as that for rtb- liiC1. Tihe t r I se tt Ing of 450" t,,r Io. high f low and 
?00*7 fo r t erpcra tu ie a ro- ba sfd on tL~c same c tci- I a as ~Ie HPC I.  

Iligh temporat'.rC A' clip Pc.-ictor Clcanun Systera floor d-,ifn could Indicate 
a break in the C syste-. Ll~en high tezperzturce occurs. the cleanup 
system Is Ioie 

The istru~CnencA:n ..hlih IrnltiatrS CSCS a1ttcr' i- arrnnrcd in it dual 
bus s)'Otirm.. As !cr c'-her vi-ai hIntrur-.eCat Ion zirr.asigeJ In this fashion.  
ChL Sr~eWICArC.,r' :Cge7Velt the effectiveness of Cth: rrscen even during 
periods vlirn r -z .r c~ncp or testing Is being re-.forred. An exception to 
this is w..hen !,,-,c fuL'ctiona: resting. Is being pc.-forne 

The control -.c? b! wci ; rc pr-v-I'ded to Ptevent excessive control 

rod wf:',Jra.'d2 t*c .tiý CIJF d'-eý no,. dec rcaso co. 1.0 1 7he trip lotic 
for ttil, fvncclo-' 14 I out of m. e.g., an trip or. one of si(x AR1 
eight 1.',or fo.-. SPRMa will result In a rc. bllo~k..  

Th6e I .-.- n: cha.nnei r-4jilrC-7mitS¶s'j suf!'ctent instruments
tion to aisui, .. r~.1.1e fa_'1ure crItcr!. , ve(e. Two RBM channels are pro
vided an-4 only one of these may be bypassed from the console, for mainte
nEarce an&1,or testing, provided that this condition does not last longer than 
24, hours in any thirty day period. This time period is onlY 3% of the operating 
tine iL; a month and dýýes not significantly increase the risk of preventing 
an ia~av'ertent control. rod withdrawa2.  
The APR.'i ro.ýi tIji r~ctr inn Iq flow h.ased anz: ptev-n,ý a Slgnificant reduc
tion in PCF c .r-ng opcr.arion a,~ re,.*jcc.' 'Icw... The A?g..' pro
vides Crcrs5 ccre pirnztitt. i.e. , !I'1ti th.i Z-0SS cc~re pov.er increase 
from with.'ra,.j c! r-,rcl rods in chc nor-hAl cc.al sciuence. The 
rrpip are set a:, r'i.; "t:F- is mAin,:.lned greater t'hsn 1.07.  

The RBM rod bloc. tu:, _'on provic4 c,4 Io prot c'c - -n of the core; I.e..  
the preventic~ri o, cr~ICI.il PC.-.r In a~ local reg~ion of the core, for a 
asingle rod Wihira.A] error (ro, it lirIit~rn concrol rod i...tcern.  
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If the IRY, channels are in the wrpt condition of allowed by-pass, the 

sealing arrange'ent 0% 4c-h that ior inbtypa.Ased lY rh'nln-1•, a rod block 

signal is generatid h.,,•r,' th, dtte,-t-J neuttrons flux h:as increased by 
More than a factor ol 10.  

A dovnscale indication is an indication the Instrument has failed or the 

instrument is nnt sensitive enough. In either case the instrument will 

not respond to changes in control pd wotion and thus, control rod vtion 

is prevented.  

The refueling Interlocks alsc, opprate onc logic channel, and are required 

for safety only whcn the mode switch is in the refueling ;position.  

For effective emergency core cnoling for small pipe breaks, the H1CI system 

Cust function slnce r:.actor pre;ssure does not decrease rapid enough to 

allow eitner core sprav or LPCI to operate in time. The automatic pres3ure 

relicf function ii proviJdd as a backup to the HCI in the event the HPCI 

does not oner.aLr he artingerment oi the trippirn contacts is such as to 

rrnvide this (u;ýrtion when necsasarv and minimize spurious operation. The 

trip settion.s sjven It the specificaticii are adequate to assure the above 

criteriA arc mct. Ih- vpccificatiort preberves the effectiveness of the 

syotem dtirinm pcriois no nAintenance, testing, or caltbration, and also 

minimze:s the risK of inadvertent operation, i.e., only one instrument 

channcl ouit of bcrvice.  

•'wo pcs. trcntncnt 0!f -_-- radiat.i.n !::nitors are prcvidcd arnd, when their 

trip point is re~cnhe, caise an isclati'.m of the off-gas line. Isolation 

is initIated whcn bz:tn. instruzcnts reach their high trip point or one has 

an upscale trip and the other a donscale trip or both have a downscale 

trip .  

Both °.,strumcnts arc required iom trip but the instru-ment3 art 3et so 

that any insLrumentb are oet so that the instan:aneous stack releaae rate 

lim-it given in Specification 3.8 is not exceeded.  

Four r.n1i1dt, on ,1.,, tur'% nic pi )v!,*..t tar cach un:L inich initiate rizmary 

ContAtiimont IsolAtion (Cro.jp o iftolation valves) Reactor 6uilding Ijolation 

and aperaLton nf the Standby Gas rrea:.-ent System. These Instrusmenlt channels 

monitor the radiAtion in the Reactor zone ventilation exhaust ducts and in 

the Refueling Zone.  

Trip settinp of 100 mr/hr for the r~n!tort5 In the Refueling Zone are based 

upon initiating nornal ventl.itloit 1iolAtiOn and SCTS operation* so th.,t 

none of the activity released during the refueling accident lesves Chc 

Reactor Building via the norr.al ventilation path but rather all the activity 

is processed by the SCTS.  

Flrov integrators and sunp fill rate and pump out rate timers Sze used tO 

dttcrzine leta e in the drywel. A system whereby the tim! interval to 

fill a known volume will be utilized to provide a backup. An air ea*ihing 

System is also provided to detect leacage inside the primary conta±iezmc 

(See Table 3.2.E).
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de-ea ,,io',.9 e :..•. op~rra or .J'hJ '1 V1•.,a: ptdi<-io., C: -. 
t.,-t. 0!" con, ,qf . ,'( r" it .. :1 t'-d C .id .' nr' 

t I (n ro .. It .i !r 

iunc ic.-n of "u,' Ir t ial t -c.:.r,1 fl( . :h." r,'oqut reer-. c of 

at Ir t p cou•c " t r I CC necono aa.I3u9 r) that . . r ' r.r '--1", nt, 

s Louj.d it occur, p.Rtit at or 2hove :*he li4 t' s value of 

10-e of t,' , ,. -d Ji t'.: of .rari.'n nti frmj 
C o l d I c , , ~ ' i ,- n n . C ) :, .- o ,) , r~ b k ," ' .. M2 c h i n 'i - I w o -i l d :) ,if ,. l • 

Co) r,nIror rh. approu ch C- C:trlly o.n.. c ncou~s 

3Latcrn, of scatter-d cunrrol rod I : z v.'al. A i

o: tvc operible .'21'o are provAdd a3 an cdded corae7vdti-7.  

5. The Itt'1 htoc lion[tor (E' i de.'iz'ed to auto--atleally 

i; : l." , 2iu . -2 " .t c -i t. n1 '.._ rod j vI.' a '" 

fra loc:noz c . hi;h -:2v Pr HLo:,iK cur' % iigh ýo'-t. level 

operzacon. Two RBM -hannnels are provided, and one cf th ,se .ay 

be bypassed from the console for maintenance and/or testing.  

Automatic rod withdrawal blocks from one of the channels will blcck 

erroneous rod withdrawal soon enough to prevent fuel damage. The 

specified restrictions with one channel out of service conservatively 

assure that fuel damage will not occur due to rod withdrawal errcrs 

when this condition exists.  

A ]ii -tJng control rod pattern is a pattern which rePult t 

in the core being on a thermal hydraulic l11it.  

MCP7 rfven by Specification 3.5.k or LHGR of 18.5 for 7x7 cr 13.4 

for 8x8 and 8 x8R).During use of such patterns, I t is 

jit r:.'( thait testing of the RBNi system prior to wjt I,

draw:,) of such rods to assure its operability will 

asFeurr, that improper withdrawa. does not occur.  

It is normally the responsibility of the Nuclear 

FEngineer to Identify these limiting patterns and 

r'-(- designated rods either when the patterns< a-o 

initially establisher! or as tbey d-rlop due -.e -F, 

occurrence of inoperable control rods in ot- , 

limiLtng patterns. Other personnel qualific ýo 

form these functions may be designated by the plant 

supprintendent to perform these functions.  

Scram In-errion Times 

The control rod system is designated to bring the reactor 

subcritical at the rate fast enough to prevent fuel da•.-,e 

Ie, to prevent the MCPR from becoming less than 1.07. The 

limitinF pover transient is given in Reference 1. Analysis 

of this transiont shows that the negative reactivity rates 

resultin , from the scram with the average response of all 

the drives .;i given in the above specification provide tha 

required r-t ýtien, and MCPR remain, greater than 1,07.  

On an o -, v '..' , sor,(, degradation of control rod scram 

pC I for-'e , r!ured during plant startup and was detern. ned
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pArt lulatc material (prohably tonstructiop debris) p'utging an 

Internal control rod drive filter. The design of the present 
control rod drive (Model 7RDBI44B) 1s grosly improved by the 
relocatcon Of the filter to a lo-ation out of the scram drive 
path: I.e.. it tan e, longor interfere witn acras performance, 
even I; rcnmplete]y blcocked.  

The drerAded perfor-mance of the original drive (CRDTRD314iA) 
under dirty operAting conditions and the insensitivity of the 
redealFned drive kCRRrnBIw4B) has been demonstrated by a 
per .a o! engineering tests under simulated reactor operating 
eond.tlona The successful performance of the new drive under 
actual operating conditions has also beer, demonstrated by 
cona stently Roo, in-srer:e tebt resultp for plants using the 
new Irive and mA. be Irferred fr',o plantp using the older model 
driv with a modified ,larger screen size, internal filter which 
in I as pronc to plu&:ng. Data has been doc uented by surveil
lanc repcr:e ir. varI. o a o-,leratI�.g plntF.. These include 
Oyster Creek, hontice2lo, Dresden 2 and Diesden 3. Approximately 
500z drive tests have been recorded to date, 

Following identification of the 'plugged filter" problem, very 
freq.cnt scran testj were necessAry to ensure proper performance.  
However, the more frequeot ecrarr tests are now considered totally 
unnecesnarw and Lnwise for the following reasons: 

1. Erratic scrar. performaa:ce has been identified as due LO an 
obstructed drive filter in type "A" drives. The drives in 
BF!N7 are of the new "B" type design' whose scr&r. performance 
is unsftecteý-by filter conditiun.  

2, The dlrt load ia prir.!rily released d;rlnF startup of the 
reactor when the reactor and its Svatt-me Are first subjected 
to flows and prean.ire and therr.a OtrT.Bses. Special atten
[ion nnd mea,,rec ,r' now being taken to assure cleaner 
systems, Rectorn with drives idcntlc'al or similar (shorter 
qtroke, smal.er pistonr areas) have operated through many 
refueling cycles with no sudden. or erratic changes in scram 
,erfor-unce. This preoperationtl and astartup testing is 
.u fficLent to detect anomalous 4rive performance.  

3. he 72-hour nucage limit which initiated the start of the 
trequent scr4m rectting it arbitrary, having no logical basis 
other thAn quantfyvinr a "major outage" which might reasona
bly be caused by an event so severe as to possibly affect 
drive perforrance. This requirement is unwise because it 
providez an Incentive for shortcut actions to hasten returni-i "on line" to avoid the additional testing due a 7 2-hour outag.2.
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3.3/4.3 1ASES: 

The surveillamce requirement for scram testing of all the 

control rodn after each refueling outage and IOZ of the control 

rods at 16-veek Intervals In adequate for determining the opera

bility of the control rod system yet is not so frequent as to 

cause excessive wear on the control rod system components.  

The numerical values assigned to the predicted scram perfor

mance are based on the analysis of data from other BWR's with 

control rod drives the same as those on Browns Ferry Nuclear 

Plant.  

The occurrence of scran times within the limits, but signifi

cantly lonzer than the average, should be viewed as an indica

tion of sybtematic problem with control rod drives especially 

if the nu.5er of drives exhibiting such scram times exceeds 

eight, the allowable number of Inoperable rods.  

In the analytical treatment of the transients, 390 millLseconds 

are allowed between a neutron sensor reaching the scram point 

and the start of negative reactivity insertion. This is ade

quate and conservative when compared to the typically observed 

tine delay of about 270 milliseconds. Approximately 70 milli

seconds After neutron flux reaches the trip point, the pilot 

scram valve aolenoid power supply voltage goes to zero an 

approximately 200 milliseconde later, control rod motion begins.  

The 200 milliseconds are included in the allowable scram inser

tion times specified in Specification 3.3.C.  

* In order to perform scram time testing as required 

by specification 4.3.C.1, the relaxation of certain 

restraints in the rod sequence control system is 

required. Individual rod bypass switches may be.  

used as described in specification 4.3.C.1.  

The position of any rod bypassed must be known to 

be in accordance with rod withdrawal sequence.  

Bypassing of rods in the manner described in 

specification 4.3.C.1 will allow the subsequent 

withdrawal of any rod scrammed in the 100 percent to 

50 percent rod density groups; however, it will 

maintain group notch control over all rods in the 

50 percent density to preset power level range. In 

addition, RSCS will prevent movement of rods in the 

50 percent density to preset power level range until 

the scrammed rod has been withdrawn.  
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3.3/4.4 BASES: 

D. Reactivity Anomalies 

During each fuel cycle excess operative reactivity 
varies as fuel depletes and as any burnable Doison 
in supplementary control is burned. The magnitude 
of this excess reactivity may be inferred from the 
critical rod confizuration. As fuel burnup pro
gresses, anomalous behavior in the excess reactivitv 
may be detected by comparison of the critical rcd 
pattern ar selected base states to the predicted 
rod inventorv at that state. Power operating base 
conditions provide the most sensitive and directly 
interpretable data relative to core reactivity.  
Furthermore, using power operating base conditions 
permits frequent reactivity comparisons.  

Requiring a reactivity comparison at the specified 
frequency assures that a comparison will be made 
before the core reactivity change exceeds 1% 4 
Deviations in core reactivity greater than I7Yd are 
not expected and require thorough evaluation. One 
percent reactivity into the core would not lead to 
transients exceeding design conditions of the reactor 
SYs tern.  

References 
1. General Electric Supplemental Reload Licensing 

Submittal for Browns Ferry Nuclear Power 
Station Unit 2 Reload No. 2, NEDO-24169, 
January 1979 and NEDO-24169A.
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BASES: STANDBY _iQUID CONTROL SYSTEM 

A. If no more than one operable control rod is withdrawn, the basic shutdown 

reactivity requirement for the core is satisfied and the Standby Liquid 

Control System is not required. Thus, the basic reactivity requirement 

for the core is the primary determinant of when the liquid control sys

tem is required.  

The purpose of the liquid control system is to provide the capability of 

bringing the reactor from full power to a cold, xenon-free shutdown condi

tion assuming that none of the withdrawn control rods can be inserted.  

To meet this objectiv-, the liquid control system is designed to inject 

a quantity of boron that produces a concentration greater than 600 ppm 

of boron in the reactor core in less than 125 minutes, The 600 ppm con

centration in the reactor core is required to bring the reactor from 

full power to a subcritical condition, considering the 

fiot to cold resctivity difference, xenon poisoning, etc. The time 

requirement for inserting the boron solution wqs selected to override 

rhe rate of reactivit/ insertion caused by cooldown of the ,eict.- ol

*owing cne xenon poison peak.  

T e minimum limitation on the relief valve setting is intended to prevent 

the loss of liquid control solution via the lifting of a relief valve at 

.too low a pressure. The upper limit on the relief valve settings provides 

8ystem protection from overpresaure.  

B. only one of the two standby liquid control pumping loops is needed for 

operating the system. One inoperable pumping circuit does not imnmed

iately threaten shutdown capability, and reactor operation can continue 

while the circuit is being repaired. Assurance that the remaining 

system will perform its intended function and that the long-term average 

AvaiLabitlty of the system is not reduced it obtainerd fro a one-out-of

ten .4yter b6 on allowable equipment out-of-Her'.ce tIme of one-third 

of the normal surveillance frequency. This method determines an equip

ment out-of-.iervicc ttme of ten days. Additional conservatism ie introduced 

by reducing the allowible out-of-service time to seven days, and by increased 

testing of the operable redundant component.  

C. Level indication and alarm indicate whether the solution volume has 

changed, which might indicate a possible solution concentration change.  

The test interval has been established in considleration of these factors.  

Temperature and liquid level alarms for the sys•em are Annunciated in the 

control room.  

The solution ts kept at least 10F above the saturation temperature to 

guard against boron precipitation. The margin is included in Figure 3.4.2.  

The volume concentration requirement of the solution are quch that should 

evaporation occur from any point within the curve, a low level alarm will 

annunciate before the temperacure-concentration requirements are exceeded.  
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IT14C COrN TTIONS F OR R.TI . St 0; . L UVF•{ , . ,.TS 2.•_

.H Maintenanse o' F~llld Ptzcharg,' Pipe 
'-e suctlon or the RCTC aný hT'I pumps 

8&aBll be ea.[l-ned to the condo-s;ate 
storage tank, and the pressure ,ippres_ 
sion chauber head tank shall, normally 
be aeligned to serve the dischArge pipng1 
of the MRH end CS pr'-s. T'r- condenaate 
head tank may be used to sp•,e t he P}Hp 
and CS discharge piping J.U the PS2 head 
tank Is unavailable. '7ne p r T3;Ue 
Indicators on the d chsge rf the RK? 
mnr CS rplps shetall indir.. . le'ss 
than listed belor.  

PI-75-20 48 psig 
P1-75-46 48 psig 
Pl-7h-551 48 2sig ?1-74-6ý, IP, T.,-14 r 

I. Average Planar Linear Heaf i,,eneration 

During steady s.ate power operation, the 
tfaximum Average Planar Heat Generation 

e (MAPLHCP) for each type of fuel as 
unction of average planar expcsure 

bnall not exceed ti}e limtrting value 
shown in Tables 3.5.I-1,-2,-3-4,and -5.  
TIF at any time during operation it is 

Jetermined b.v norma: survei]lance that 
the lxint•ng value fcr A-P[,UIR is being 
exceeded, action shall be initia ed with
in 15 minutres to restore 'operation to 
• 1thin the prescribed limits. If the APLHGR is nor returned to jithirl the 
prescribed tlim.ts uithin two (2) hours, "the reactor !hili he brought to the Cold 
.zhutdou-n condition within 36 hours.  
Surveillance and corresponding action 
shall continue until reactor operation 
is '-ithin the pre9cribed I.izics.  

Linear Heat•"eneraticn Rate ([.HG?:) 
During steady state power operation, the 
linear heat generation rate (LHGR) of any rod in a,--" fuel -issembli at any 
axial location shall' not ex.ceed the 
maximum allowable LHGR as calculated by 
the following equation: 

Amendment No.A 3 5 , 46 /451

4 .5.H MAintenance of Filled ttscjiha P1: 

I. Every month prior to the t,!q K of the RKRS (LPCI and Contai-men
Spray) and core spray systens. tie 
discharge ptping of the'a ly•-is 
shall be vented fror the high p'ýLnt 
and water flow determined.  

2. Following any period where the LPCI 
or core spra)y systems have oct been 

Sn•perbJ!, the'Cl|
char-ge' pipqg of the incper-s.5 sys
tem shall be vented from the high 
point prior to the return of the 
system to service.  

3. Whenever the HPCI or RCIC system is 
lined up to take suction from thi 
condensate storage tank, the *lis
charge piping of the HPCI and RCIC 
shall be vented from the high point 
of the system and water flow observed 
on a monthly basis.  

4. V"hen the RPS and the CSS are r-
quIlred to be operablp, týe prt-;'..
indfcacors which nonic'r the d'.i
charge lines shall be monitored 
daily and the pressur, recordS, 

I, Maximum Averaze Plansr Linear Heat 3ene-,tlon Rate (,LaeLHCRK) 

The LAPLPCR for -ach type o ' F., tt.on nf Av,'rage 6"un "r --D su-.T •.(',+ 
determined daily durlrng reactor operaz.!on at _' 25Z rated thermal power.  

Linear Heat Ceneration Rate (LW'7(R) 

The I•RC as a function of core ýef.• : sh be checked daill durtng reactor c-er-j.,.' at > 251 rated thermal power.



1.I1ITINC CONJITIONS FOR O0'RA~r:oN 

LHCR < LtCRdýl - (AP/?) (L/LT)J 

LHCRd . Design LHGR - 18.5 kw/f,. for 7x7fueI 
=13.-- k/ft for Rx'fuel 

S P/P) -otsiikn penalty max -0.026 or .  

= 0.022 for 8x8 and 8x8R fuel 
LT = Total core length= 12.0 feet for 7x7 and 

8x8 fuel 
= 12.5 feet for 8xSR fuel L = Axial position above bottom of core.  

If at any time during operation it is deter
mined by normal surveillance that the limiting 
value for LHGR is being exceeded, action shall 
be initiated within 15 minutes to restore 
operation to within the prescribed limits.  
If the LHCR is not returned to within the 
prescribed limits within two (2) hours, the 
reactor shall be brought to the Cold Shutdown 
condition vithin 36 hours. Surveillance and 
corresponding action shall continue uncil 
reactor operation is within the prescribed 
limits.  

K. Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR)

The MCPR operating limit for BFNP 2 cycle 3 is 
1.33 for 7X7, 1.30 for 8X8, and 1.28 for 8XMR 
fuels. These limits apply to steady state po
wer operation at rated power and flow. For 
core flows other than rated, the MCPR shall 
be greater than the above limits times Kf.  
Kf is the value shown in Figure 3.5.2.

!)URVlTLLANCF RFQ UIRj.7.VTS

If'at any ttme during operation 
it is determined by normal surveillance that 
the limiting value for MCPR is being exceeded, 
action shall be initiated within 15 minutes to 
restore operation Co within the prescribed 
limits. If the steady state ý!CR is not 
recurned to within the prescribed limits within two (2) hours, the reactor shall be brought cc 
the Cold Shutdown condition .tchin 36 hotrs.  
Surveillance and corresponr4ing action shiAll 
ch. rluprt ui•_ rii tA jt .s lat on Iii 
the prL'sc-:Th.1"d jt.  

If any of the V13~n•€[ves ;Jen iA• ;r, 
Spec'itca:icrs 3. 5 1 , ,cr K ac-e exceeý,c amn 
the specified remedlal actI:n is taken, cze 
event shall be logged air.2 re-ored In a ,-m-dav 
written report.

Amendment No. 315 46

K. Mirimum Critical pcye.r RXatie 

MCPR shall be determined dAily 

during reactor pow.r operatiom it 
> 25Z raced thermal ;ower and fol
lowvii niy chlnbe in power level or 
distributior chat wo'uld cause opera 
tifo with a limitinS control rod 
pactern as described in the 'baee tfo.  Specification 3.3.



3.5 RASYS 

3.54G Automatic 0*preusurization System (ADS) 

This specification ensures the operability of the ADS under all condi
tions for vhlch the depressuri:ation of the nuclear system is an essen
tial response to station abnorwmalities.  

The nuclear system pressure relief systeA provides autocutic nuclear 
system depressurization for small breaks in the nuclear system so thaC 
the low-pressure coolant injection (LPCI) and the core spray subeystem.s 
can operate to protect the fuel barrier. Note that this specification 
applies only to the Automatic feature of the pressure relief system.  

Specification 3.6.1) specifies the requirements for the pressure relief 
rmactioi of the valves. It Is possible for any ntmber of the valves 
assigned to the AOS to be incapable of performing their ADS functions 
*ecause of instrumencation failures yet be fully capable of prformin& 

their preamure relief function.  

Because the automatic depressurizAClon system does not provide makeup to 
the reactor primary vessel, no credit is taken for the steam coolinS of 
the core caused by the system actuation to provide further conservatism 
to the C3dS.  

With two ADS valves known to be incapable of automatic operation, four 
valves remain operable to perform their ADS function, The ECCS loss
of-coolant accident analyses for small line breaks assumed that four 
of the six ADS valves were operable. Reactor operation with three ADS 
valves Inoperable is allowed to continue for seven days provided 
that the HPCI system is demonstrated to be operable. Operation with 
more than three of the six ADS valves inoperable is not acceptable.
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3.', UAK

1.5H 'initenarifcc of Fildnc.rt i~ 

It the dLsc1%,rr.V PL PIM of the core spray, LPC1. KFCIS, and RCICS are "ot 

filled, a wsco~r hammer can develop in this plrmint. who Cho PitP and/or 

IPgaps itre starttd. To mintiize daua'.e to the discharget piping and to ensure 

aAded SArVItn in ct-.e cperation of these systemi. this Techntical Spec1ifietiorm 

requirex the dischArtP lines to be ftilled whenever the system is In am 

*ýmr~ib1# conditionl. If a dischArge pipe in not filled, the pumps th.it supply 

thait line vouic be assueed to be inoperAblt for Technical Specifiicationl pqr

The core sprxy and RHR system dischArite piping high 
point vent is visually 

checked for Ynter flaw~ once A -)tnth Prior ýo t-nting to enaiurt that the 

line* itre filled. The visaizl checking- wifll avoid st-attnt thte core'sprity or 

R~IR ayatem with adiscthar~e line not filled. In additioa to the Triqual.  

observationl snd to ensure a filled d-ischarge, line other 
th~an prior to testing, 

a pT681.L? suppreslsion chamber head tank is located ..pproxim~tely 20 feet abov.  

the discharge line highpoiflt to supply makeup water tor these systems. The 

counientlte head tank located approxinately 100 feet abc," the discha~rge high 

point serves as a backup cha~rging sywten when the pressfure suppressionl chamber 

head tank is not in service. System discharge pressure indicators are used to 

determine the water level. above the d~ischarge line hi~gh point. 7he indicators 

vil~lreflect approximately 30 psig for a vater level at the high point and 4a5 

paig for a vater level in the pressuresfuppressiofl chamber head tank and are me 

itored d~ally to eas-ure that the discharge lines are filled.  

Whomn in their norw~il mtandby condition, the siiction for the HKPI mid RCIC 

jwampm Arc AlilrV'e' tn the condensate stor¶Prr ta~nk, which is p~hy-tc;%lly At ; 

hig.her elevation Chain the 1I*t5t a2nd RCICS pir'inr. This assusreS crhAt th4, 11PC1 

And XCIC dixchirge piptnt! rer'ains filled. Furth~er i sluralice is providee by 

obuervP't wnter flow from' these systems high points mownthly.  

Ma.. Iximus iyvaraja Pl~aar Linear Hasat Csnorticm X~tA (MAL~RG1 

This spocificatio1n assures chat the peak cisdding telaparaturs followinlg the 

P..CUltate dcsign batis loss-of-coolAflt accident will not exceed the 

lii specified In the IOCrWS, Appendi~x K.  

The peak cladding temperature follow~ing a postulated lJSs-Of-COOlAflt 4CCc

dent Is primaarily a function of the average heat generation rate of all the 

rods of a fiel assembly at any axial location And is only dcpcmdcmt jecornd

orily on thv: rod co rod power d~stributiofl wichin an asse-'bly, Since ex 

piectcd local~ variations i n pouier diztributiofl within a fuel alse"Ib!.y affect 

the calcui.2cd Peak clAd temuperAture by less tho~n _ 201F relativc to the 

peak tcmq~r.j'Jre for a typical fuel Jcsign, the limit on the averag~e l~ne~Ar 

heat generation rAce is sufficicnt to Assure that calculated tenj'eratures 

ore ,Ithln the i0CFASO Aoocndix K limit. The limiting value for MAPLHGR is 

shown in Tables 3.5.I-l,-2,-3,-4. &-5. T"he azealyses suppor-ting these 

limi.ting vaue i's presented in~ .:FEO-24C86 and NEDO-24169.

1. E
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3.5.j. -LlneAr Hext Ceneration Race (7.11CR)

This specification assures that the linear heat generation race in any rod Is less than the design linear hent ceneration if fuel pellet denAificarion 
Is postulated. The power spike penallty specified is hased oti thce anal
ysia prr!,ontod in Section 3.2.1 of Reference 1 as modified in References 
2 and 3, and assunies a linearly IncreacinC varlotio Il B.13Jal. gaps be
.tveen core bottom and tep, and assures with a 95% confidciice, that ,o more 
thin one fuel rod eCLveds the deniCn liutca hear cencratlon rate due to power spikinr. The MICK ar, a ftuction of cotve hcight shall tc checked daily JurIne reactor operation at > 25Z power co determine if fuel burnup, or control rod movtAent h.s caused changes in power dlstribucoln./ For LHrCR to be a liziting value below 25% raced thermal power, the MTPF 14ould have to be greater than 10 which Is precluded by a considerable margin when employing 

an1amissiblc conLro' rod pattern.  

3.5.x. Umi(ium Critical Poaer R.aeio (FCR) 

At care tb.ermal pco'wr levels less than or equal to 25Z, the reactor viil be operating at mIn1mi= recirculation pLup speed and the moderator votd contenr vill be very *mall. For all designated control rod patterns vhich may be ezrplayed at this point, operating plane experience and thermal hydraulic dnalyaie Indicated that the resulting HCR value is in excess of requirementp 
by a con.siersable margin. 'With this low void content, any inadvertent core flow increase would only place operation in a more conservative node relative to MCPR. The daily requirement for calculating MC?? above 252 rated therm-al poer is Puiffciezt since power distribution shifts are very slow when there have cot been significant power or control rod changes. The requirement for calculating MCPR when a l:mlting contro! rod pattern is approached ensures that )(?R will be kmawo following a change In power or power shape (regardless of mapsitude) that could place operation at a thermal limit.  

3.5.L. Reporting Requireneas 

The LCO's associated with monitoring the fuel rod operating conditinns are required to be met at all times, i.e., there is no allowable time in which the plant caz kmovingly exceed the limiting value. for W?•PLRCR, LBCR, and HCPR. It lo a requirement, as stated in Specifications 3.5.!.J , that if at any t4-e during steady state paver operaticn, i: is determined that the limLiting values for MAPLRCR, LHCR, or MCPR are exceeed act'on is then initiated to restore operation to within the prescribed limits. This action is inItiated as soon as normal surveillance fndicates that an cperating lirit has been reached. Fach event involv!ng steady state oper.,Cton beyond a specified limLit shall be logged and reported quarterly. It must be reccgnize ti-.zc there is always an action which would return any of the psr-etsia (%AX!.XCr, LHCR. or HC7R) to withli prescribed limits, namely poae, reeuct:on. Uader most circumstances, this will not be the only alternative, 

H. References 

"1. "Fusel )enifica:±oc ffacts on Ceneral Electric Boli-;.n ;k_,jcrr 
Puel," Supplements 6, 7, and 8, V-10735, August s 

2. Supple=ext i to Technical Report on Denst!icac.cns o( General Electric Peactor '.els, Dece-mber 14, 1974 (USA R23u .laory Staf).  

3. C-• n-Iciaion: V. A. Moore to I. S. ?iltchell, '?oie C7 h 
for F*ael Den*i ica _c-n," Docket 50-321. March 27, 1974, 

4, General Electric BWR Reload 2 LicensingAmendment for BFNP Unit 2, NEDO-24169,Januarv 1979 and NEDO-24169A.
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&.5 Core and Contaiument Cooling Systems 5iirveilla,,.e Frequencies 

The testing interval for the core and ContAinmenr n systems is based 
on industry practice, quantitative reliability analysis, judgement and 
practicality. The core cooling systems have not been designed to be fully 
testable during operation. For example, in the case of the RPCI, automatic 
Initiation during power operation would result in pumping cold water into 
the reactor vessel which is not desirable. Complete ADS testing during 
power operation causes an undesirable lose-of-coolant inventory. To increase 
the availability of the core and containment cooling system, the components 
which make up the system; i.e., instrumentation, pumps, valves, etc., are 
tested frequently. The pumps and motor operated injection valves are also 
tested each month to assure their operability. A sinulated automatic actua
tion test once each cycle combined with monthly tests of the pumps and injec
tion valves is deemed to be adequate testing of these systems.  

When components And subsystems are out-of-service, overall core and contain
ment coollnp* reliAhilLty is maintained by demonstrating the operability of the remaining equipment. The de!ree of operability to be demonstrated depends 
on the nature of the reason for the out-or-service equipment. For routine 
out-of-service periods caused by preventative maintenance, etc., the pump and 
vAlve operability checks will be performed to demonstrate operability of the 
remaining components. However, if a failure, design deficiency, cause the 
outage, then the demonstration of operability should he thorough enough to 
assure that a generic problem does not exist. For example, if an out-of
service period was caused by failure of a pump to deliver rated capacity 
due to a design deficiency, the other pumps of this type might be subjected 
to a flow race test in addition to the operability checks.  

Whenever a CSCS system or loop is made inoperable because of a required 
tent or calibration, the other CSCS systems or loops that are required to be 
operable shall be considered operable if they are within the required surveil
lance testing frequency and there is no reason to suspect they are inoperable.  
If the function, oyatem, or loop under test or calibration is found inoperable 
or exceeds the trip level setting, the LCO and the required surveillance 
testing for the system or loop ohdll apply.  

Redundant operable components are subjected to increased testing during equip
ment out-of-Aervice times. This adds further conservatism and increases 
assurance that adequate cooling is available should the need arise.  

Maxiaum Average Planar LHGR, LHGR, and MCPR 

The MAPLHCR, LHGR, and MCPR shall be checked daily to determine if fuel burnup, 
or control rod movement has caused changes in power distribution. Since changes 
due to burnup are slow, and only a few control rods are moved daily, a daily 
check of power distribution is adequate.
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TABLE 3.5.1-5 

MAPLHGR VERSUS AVERAGE PLANAR EXPOSURE 

Fuel Type: 8DRB284 

AVERAGE PLANAR 
EXPOSURE MAPLHGR PCT 
(MWd/t) (kW/ft) (OF) 

200 11.2 1685 

1,000 11.3 1667 

5,000 11.8 1671 

10,000 12.0 :647 

15,000 12.0 1669 

20,000 11.8 1672 

25,000 11.2 1633 

30,000 10.8 1596 
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3.6.C Coolant Lcakav' 

3. If the condition in I or 2 
above cannot be met, an orderly 
shutdown shall be initiated 
and the reactor shall be shut
down in the Cold Condition 
within 24 hours.  

D. Safety and ReliCf VAlVeS 

I.. When more than one relief 
valve or one or more safety 
valves are known to be 
failed, an orderly shutdown 
shall- be initiated and the 
reactor depressurized to 
less than 105 psig within 
24 hours.  

E. Jet Pumps 

1. Whenever the reactor is in the 
startup or run modes, all jet 
pumps shall be operable. If 
it is determined that a jet 
pump is inoperable, or if two 
or more jet pum7 flow instru
ment failures occur and can
not be corrected withln 12 
hours, an orderly jhutdov 
shall be ini:izced and the 
reactor shall be ahutdown in 
the Cold Condition within 24 
hours.

4.6.C Coolant Leakage 

D. Safety and Relief Valves 

1. At least one safety valve and 
approximacely'one-haf oa. all 
relief valves shall be bench
checked or replaced with a 
bench-checked valve each opera
tin& cycle. All 13 valves (2 
safety and 11 relief) will have 
been checked or replaced u;--,.  
the comolecion of every second 
cycle.  

2. Once during each operating 
cycle, each relief valve shall 
be manually opened urtll the,--;.
couples downstream of the valve 
indicate steam is flowing froM 
the valve.  

3. The integrity of the relief! 
safety valve bellows shall be 
continuously monitored.  

4. At leas" one relief "alve shA.l1 
be disassemblcd and inzpac:ed 
each operating cycle.  

E. Jet Pumos 

1. Whenever there is reclrculation 
flow with the reactor in the 
startup or run modes with both 
recirculation pumps runnin;, 
jet pump operability shall be 
checked daily by verifyinz tnzt 
the following condi:ions do not 
occur simultaneously: 

a. The two recir: .- tlon -•- c: 
have a Clow imbalance. Of 
15Z or tere when the ;u%:s 
are ooerated at the same 
speed.

1i8
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I.IMIT!NIn ,.l FHONOR OPEK.AT IO& __ 

)6. L JetL Pumný.

5.

Follo'.,r1g one purp operation, 

the discharge valve of the low 

speed pn-p may not be opened 

uniŽss the speed of the faster 

punp is less than 50$ of its 

rated speed.  

Steady state operation with both 

recirculation pumps out of ser

vice for up to 12 hrs is per

mitted. During such interval 

restart of the recirculation 
umps is permitted, provided the 

oop discharge temperature is 
within 75OF of the saturation 
temperature of the reactor 

vessel water as determined by 

dome pressure. The total 

elapsed time in natural circula
tion and oe pump oreration must 

be no greater than 24 hrs.  

Structural ]ht ,_riti 
TI: Ihe sttýctural integritY of 

the primary system shall be

3.6.F Jet ?•uyp •2." Mismatch 
1. Wen both rewircu.ation Pump: 

are in steady state operation, 
the speed of the faster pu'p 
shall be maintained within 
1220 the speed of the sl.ow'er 
pump when core po:;er iF 3 or 
more of rated power or 1351 the 
speed of the slo,4er p\ý= when 
core power is below 600 of 
rated power.  

2. Nf specification 3.6.F.1 

cannot be met, one recirculationl 
pump shall be tripped.  

3. The reactor shWal_ not be 
operated with one recircu.aticn 
loop out of service for more 
than 2•; hourz. With the reactor 
operatiiq, if one recirctdation 
loop is out of service, tho 

plant shall be placed in a hot 
shut.dz'•n conditio .. ithin 
24 houxs unlens the loop is 
sooner returned to service.

182
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4.6.A Jet Ptuni 

b. The indicated value of co.re 
flow rate varies fro., th,.  
value derived frcm loop 

flow ,-peurements by oaro 
than 10l. I 

c. The diffuser to la.er pl uat 

differential presmaure rp.d

ing on an individual JcL 

pump varies frCm 02- .Ct 

of all JeL e:r difF,-rnr,-

tial pre.SLtran by more thac4 

10:.  

2. Whenever there is recirculitlmi 
flow With the reactor in the 

Startup or Run Modr and cne -e

circalation punp ib optra!!n; 

vith the equellzzr velva cli-e&i, 

the diffuoer to laier plenur! 

differential ptin.,,re shAll ," 

checked da~iy and the di•ie' n

tial prev~ure of an indivi'uil 

jet pu'Mp in n loop shall not 
vary from rhe mean of all 4et 

pump 4ifferential presaurer in 

that loop by m-rp than l10.  

F. Jet Pump Flow Hismatch 

1. Recirculation pump speeds shill 

be checked and logged at least 
once per day.  

SG. Structural Inte•rritv 

1. Table 4.6.A together with sup

plvzentary notes, spccifieS the



2.6/h-.6 EA-rT
detected rensonably in a matter of few hours utilizing the available 

leakage detection schemes, and if the crigin can-not be determined in a reasonably short tire the unrt should be shut down to allow further 
investigation and corrective action.  

The total leakage rate consists of all leakage, identified and unidenti
fied, which flows to the drywell floor drain and equipment drain surros.  

The capacity of thc dr-well floor suarp pump is 50 gpm and the capacity 
of the dryvrell ecui-'nent su-p pump is al.so 50 grn. Removal of 25 gpn from either of these surps can be accomplished with considerable margnin.  

RET=IFCES 

1. Nuclear System Leakage Rate Limits (B3K FSAR Subsection h.l0) 

3.6.D/4.6.D Safety and Relief Valves 

The safety.' and relief valves are required to be operable above the pres
sure (105 psig) at which the core spray systems is not designed to delivcr full flow. The pressure relief system for each unit at the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant has been sized to meet two desizn bases. First, the total safety/relief valve cap.?city has been established tz meet the over-ressrz 
protcction criteria of the ASZ:E Code. Sccond, the distribution of this 
required capacity between safety valves and relief valves has been set to meet design basis 4.4.4-1 of subsection 4.4 uhich states that the nuclear system relief valves shall prevent opening of the safety valves during 
normal plant isolations and load rejections.  

The details of the analysis which shows compliance, as modified by Reference L, with the ASI,2: Code recuirenents is presented in subsection 4.4 of the -3AR and the Reactor Vessel Overpressure Protecticn Suzmary Technical Re-Dort sumitted in Amendment 22 in respocnse to question 4.1 dated December 6, 1971 

To meet the safety design basis, thirteen safety-relief valves have been 
installed on unit 2 with a total capacity of 84.2% of nuclear boiler rated steam flow. The analysis of the worst overpressure transient, 
(3-second closure of all main steam line isolation valves) neglecting the 
direct scram (valve position scram) results in a maximum vessel pressure of 1299 psig if a neutron flux scram is assumed considering one relief valve is inoperable. This reSults in an 76 psig margin of the code allowable over
pressure limit of 1375 psig.  
To meet the operational design basis, the total safety-relief capacity 
of 84.2% of nuclear boiler rated has been divided into 70% relief 
(11 valves) and 14.2% safety (2 valves). The analysis of the plant iso
!ation transient (turbine trip with bypass valve failure to open) assuming 
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3.6/4.6 BAStS: 

a turbine trip scram is presented in Reference 5 on page 29. This analysis 

shows thatl0 of llrelief valves limit pressure at the safety valves 

to 1226 psig, well below the setting of the safety valves. Therefore, 

the safety valves will not open. This analysis shows that peak system 

pressure is limited to 1250 psig which is 125 psig below the allowed 

vessel overpressure of 1375 psig.  

Experience in relief and safety valve operation shows that a testing of 

50 percent of the valves per year is adequate to detect failures or 

deteriorations. The relief and safety valves are benchtested every 

second operating cycle to ensure that their set points are within the 

+ 1 percent tolerance. The relief valves are tested in place once per 

operating cycle to establish that they will open and pass steam.  

The requirements established above apply when the nuclear system can be 

pressurized above ambient conditions. These requirements are applicable 

at nuclear system pressures below normal operating pressures because 
abnormal operational transients could possibly start at these conditions 

such that eventual overpressure relief would be needed. However, these 
transients are rauch less severe, in terms of pressure, than those starting 

at rated conditions. The valves need not be functional when the vessel 

head is removed, since the nuclear system cannot be pressurized, 

REFERENCES 

1. Nuclear System Pressure Relief System (BFNP FSAR Subsection 4.4) 

2. Amendment 22 in response to AEC Question 4.2 of December 6, 1971.  

3. "Protection Against Overpressure" (ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel 
Code, Section I11, Article 9) 

4. Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Design Deficiency Report--Target Rock 
Safety-Relief Valves, transmitted by J. E. Gilleland to F. E. Kruesi, 
August 29, 1973.  

5. General Electric BWR Reload 2 Licensing Amendment for BFM_ Unit 2, 

NEDO-24169,January 1979.and NEDO-24169A.  

3.6.E/4.6.E Jet Pumps 

Failure of a jet pump nozzle assembly holddown mechanism, nozzle assembly 
and/or riser, would increase the cross-sectional flow area for blowdown 
following the design basis double-ended line break. Also, failure of the 

diffuser would eliminate the capability to reflood the core to two-thirds 
height level following a recirculation line break. Therefore, if a failure 
occurred, repairs must be made.  

The detection technique is as follows. With the two recirculation purps 

balanced in speed to within + 5 percent, the flow rates in both recircula
tion loops will be verified by control room monitoring instruments, e 
two flow rate values do not differ by more than 10 percent, riser and nozzle 
assembly integrity has been verified.  
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4. Daily tests of onnunciation lights and audible devices are 
perrcrmed a- a Ioutir-e operr.tion function.  

'. The CO 2 syst'mn -manufacturer recommefids semiannual testing of 
co. system fir- d-etection circuits.  

Figure 6.3-1 describes the in-plant fire protection organization 
including the roving fire watch. In addition, other operating 
personnel periodically inspect the plant during their normal 
operating activities for fire hazards and other abnormal 
conditions.  

Smoke detectors wil be tested "in-place" using inert freon gas 
applied by a pyrotronics type applicator which is accepted 
throuahout the industrial fire protection industry for testing 
prodlucts o. combustion detectors or by use of the MSA chemical 
smoke gcnerators. At the present time the manufacturers have 
only approved the use of "punk" for creating smoke. TVA will not 
use "punk" for testing smoke detectors.
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S.O MAJOR nfESTCA FEATURES 

5.1 5L'rE FLATURES 

Browns Ferry unit 2 is located at Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant 

site on property owrned by the United States and in custody of 

the TVA. The site shall consist of approximately 840 acres 

on the north shore of Wheeler Lake at Tennessee River Mile 
294 In Limestone County, Alabama. The minimum distance from 

the outside of the secondary containment building to the 

boundary of the exclusion area as defined in 10 CFR 100.3 

shall be 4,000 feet.  

5.2 REACTOR 

A. The core shall consist of 364 fuel assemblies of 49 fuel rods 

each, 168 fuel assemblies of 63 fuel rods each, and 232 fuel 

assemblies of 62 fuel rods each.  
B. The reactor core shall contain 185 cruciform-shaped control 

rods. The control material shall be boron carbide powder 
(B 4 C) compacted to approximately 70 percent of theoretical 
density.  

5,3 REACTOR VESSEL 

The reactor vessel shall be as described In Table 4.2-2 of the 

FSAR. Thi applicable design codes shall be as described in 
Table 4.2-I of the FSAR.  

5.4 CONTAINMENT 

A. The principal design parameters for the primary containment 
shall be as given in Table 5.2-1 of the FSAR. The applicable 
design codes shall be as described in Section 5.2 of the FSAR.  

B. The secondary containment shall be as described in Section 
5.3 of the FSAR.  

C. Penetrations to the primary containment and piping passing 
through such penetrations shall be designed in accordance 
with the standards set forth in Section 5.2.3.4 of the FSAR.  

5.5 FUEL STORACrE 

A. The arrangement of fuel in the new-fuel storage facility 
shall be such that k ff, for dry conditions, is less than 

0.90 and flooded is TesA than 0.95 (Section 10.2 of FSAR).

Amendment No. 35, 46 :2 :'() DO



UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

SUPPORTING AMENDMENT NO. 46 TO FACILITY LICENSE NO. DPR-52 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT NO. 2 

DOCKET NO. 50-260 

1.0 Introduction 

By letter dated February 9, 1979 (TVA BFNP TS 121), as supplemented 

by letters dated May 15; 1979 and May 16, 1979, the Tennessee Valley 

Authority (the licensee or TVA) requested changes to the Technical 

Specifications (Appendix A) appended to Facility Operating License 

No. DPR-52 for the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Unit No. 2. The 

proposed amendment and revised Technical Specifications would 

incorporate the limiting conditions for operation of the facility 

in the third fuel cycle following the second refueling of the reactor.  

In support of this reload application for Browns Ferry Unit No 2 

(BF-2), the licensee has submitted a reload licensing documentl) 

prepared by the General Electric Company (GE), a supplemental reload 

licensing document(2) also prepared by GE, proposed changes to the 

Technical Specifications(3, 4 ) and additional information related 

to the refueling(5,6). The transient analyses performed for this reload 

included credit for an end-of-cycle recirculation pump trip system; as 

discussed herein, the design of this system for BF-2 is the same as that 

recently approved for Browns Ferry Unit No. 1.  

2.0 Discussion 

Browns Ferry Unit No. 2 (BF-2) shutdown for its second refueling on 

April 27, 1979. During the refueling, 232 irradiated 7x7 fuel assemblies 

were replaced with a like number of new, two water rod, retrofit 8x8 

(8x8R) fuel assemblies designed and fabricated by the General Electric 

Company (GE). This is the first reload for BF-2 which involves loading 

of the 8x8R fuel,, although the 8x8R fuel is being used in Units Nos. 1 

and 3. An additional 36 new 8x8 fuel assemblies were also loaded into 

the core, replacing a like number of 7x7 fuel assemblies. These 36 

assemblies had originally been procured for fuel cycle 2; but were not 

used (only 132 fuel assemblies were replaced during ths spring 1978 refuel

ing) due to the lower than expected burnup in the first fuel cycle. The 

fuel replacement will permit BF-2 to operate for about 18 months in the 

next fuel cycle.

/0
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The description of the nuclear and mechanical design of the Reload 2 
8x8R fuel and the irradiated 7x7 and 8x8 fuel designs that were used for 
the initial core and Reload 1 i rntained in GE's generic licensing 
topical report for BWR reloads. Reference 11 also contains a com
plete set of references to GE's topical reports which describe GE's BWR 
reload analysis methods for the nuclear, mechanical, thermal-hydraulic, 
transient and accident calculations, together with information on the 
applicability of these methods to cores containing a mixture of different 
fuel designs. Portions of the plant-specific data, such as operating 
conditions and design parameters which are used in transient and 
accident calculations, have also been included in the topical report.  

Our safety evaluation(7) of GE's generic reload licensing topical report 

concluded that the nuclear and mechanical design of the 8x8R fuel and 

GE's analytical methods for nuclear, thermal-hydraulic, transient and 
accident calculations, as applied to cores containing mixtures of 7x7, 
8x8, and 8x8R fuel, are acceptable. Our acceptance of the nuclear 
and mechanical desiqn of the standard 8x8 fuel was expressed in the 
staff's evaluation(8) of the information in Reference 9. However, that 

acceptance did not extend to BWRs proposing credit for mitigation of 

transients by installing an end-of-cycle, recirculation pump trip 
system (EOC RPT or RPT). TVA installed an EOC RPT system in BF-2 during 

the previous refueling outage (spring 1978). This system was described 
in our safety evaluation associated with Amendment No. 35 to Facility 
License No. DPR-52 dated June 21, 1978 relating to operation in fuel 
cycle 2. However, TVA had not requested credit in the operating limit 
minimum critical power ratios (OLMCPRs) for the EOC RPT in fuel 
cycle 2. The staff has recently concluded (reference 10) that in 
certain cases, critical power ratio (CPR) reductions during over
pressurization transients mitigated by EOC RPT should be adjusted to 

compensate for possible limitations in GE's REDY transient analysis 
code. The licensee has acknowledged this conclusion (reference 5), 
and we have taken it into account in our review of the proposed OLMCPR 
limits. During the current refueling outage, TVA modified the EOC RPT 

system in BF-2 to incorporate the same logic, design and testability 
features which we approved (reference 10) for BF-I. The safety evaluation 
related to reference 10 contains an extensive discussion of the design 
and operation of the EOC RPT and our evaluation of this feature.  

Based on the staff's review, the plant-specific input data for transient 
and accident analyses presented in Reference 11 are acceptable (Reference 
7). Additional plant and cycle-dependent data and information are 
provided in References 1 and 2, which closely follows the outline of 
Appendix A of Reference 11.  

Because of the staff's review of a large number of generic considerations 
related to use of 8x8R fuel in mixed loadings with 8x8 and 7x7 fuel, 
and on the basis of the evaluations which have been presented in Reference 
7, only a limited number of additional areas of review have been included 
in this safety evaluation report. These include the plant and cycle
specific input data and results presented in References 1 and 2, the 
physics startup test program described in Reference 6, the proposed 
modifications to the technical specifications, and those items 
requiring special attention during reload reviews.
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For evaluation of issues not specifically addressed in this safety 
evaluation report, the reader is referred to Reference 7.  

3.0 Evaluation 

3.1 Nuclear Characteristics 

For Cycle 3 operation of BF-2, 232 fresh 8x8R bundles of type 8DRB 284 
and 36 fresh 8x8 bundles of type 8DB 274L (which were originally 
intended to be used in the second reload) will be loaded into the 
core (References 1 and 2). The remainder of the 764 fuel bundles 
in the core will be 7x7 and 8x8 fuel loaded for earlier cycles.  
Approval of the nuclear characteristics of these fuel types has been 
given in References 7 and 8.  

For the core design presented in Reference 1, the licensee has calculated 
the shutdown capabilities of the BF-2 control system and standby liquid 
control system during Cycle 3. Based on our evaluation of these 
calculations, we believe these shutdown capabilities will be acceptable 
throughout Cycle 3.  

3.2 Thermal-Hydraulics 

3.2.1 Fuel Cladding Integrity Safety Limit MCPR 

As stated in Reference 7, for BWR cores which reload with GE's retrofit 
8x8R fuel, the allowable minimum critical power ratio (MCPR), resulting 
from either core-wide or localized abnormal operational transients, is 
equal to 1.07. With this MCPR safety limit, at least 99.9% of the 
fuel rods in the core are expected to avoid boiling transition during 
these transients.  

The 1.07 safety limit minimum critical power ratio (SLMCPR) proposed 
by the licensee represents a .01 increase from the previous 1.06 SLMCPR.  
The basis for the revised safety limit is addressed in Reference 11.  
This change continues to meet the recommendations of Standard Review 
Plan 4.4 and on that basis has been found acceptable in Reference 7.  
Modifications to the Technical Specifications have been incorporated 
per this finding.  

3.2.2 Operating Limit MCPR 

Various transient events could reduce the MCPR from its normal operating 
value. To assure that the fuel cladding integrity safety limit MCPR 
will not be violated during any abnormal operational transient, the 
most limiting transients have been reanalyzed by the licensee to determine 
which event results in the largest reduction in critical power ratio.  
Each of the events has been conservatively analyzed for fuel types and 
for the full range of exposure through the cycle.
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The transient events analyzed were load rejection without bypass, 
feedwater controller failure, loss of lO0OF feedwater heating and 
control rod withdrawal error.  

The calculational methods, which include cycle-independent initial 
conditions and transient input parameters, are described in Reference 
11. Our acceptance of the values used and related transient analysis 
methods (including our conditional acceptance of the REDY code with a 
0.03 MCPR penalty for pressurization transient with RPT) appears in 
References 7 and 10. Supplemental cycle-dependent initial conditions 
and transient input parameters used in the analysis appear in Sections 
6 and 7 of Reference 1. Our evaluation of the methods used to develop 
these supplementary transient input values have already been addressed 
and appear in Reference 7. The overall transient methodology, including 
cycle-independent transient analysis inputs, provides an adequately 
conservative basis for the determination of transient reductions 
in CPRs.  

Calculated system responses and reductions in CPR during each of the 
operational transients have been provided in Reference 1. We have 
added 0.03 to the CPR reductions calculated for the load rejection 
without bypass event and have taken this into account in evaluating 
MCPR limits. This is consistent with the findings of Reference 10 
and the statement by the licensee in Reference 5 on this issue.  

The transients involving relief valve actuation were analyzed assuming 
the minimum number of operable relief valves allowed by the proposed 
Technical Specification (Reference 4).  

The following table gives the limiting CPR reduction, the event for 
which limiting CPR reduction occurs, and the required operating limit 
MCPR for each fuel type: 

Fuel Type Most Severe CPR Reduction Operating Limit MCPR 

7x7 0.26 (Control Rod Withdrawal) 1.33 

8x8 0.23 (Control Rod Withdrawal) 1.30 

8x8R 0.21 (Load Rejection Without Bypass) 1.28 

Thus, when the reactor is operated in accordance with the above operating 
limit MCPRs the 1.07 SLMCPR will not be violated in the event of the most 
severe abnormal operational transient. This is acceptable to the staff 
per the finding of the previous section. On this basis, operating 
limit MCPR Technical Specifications have been established.
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In the analysis of the rod withdrawal error (RWE), flow biased upscale 
rod block monitor (RBM) setpoints are established to assure that the 
safety limit MCPR is satisfied. Therefore, this setpoint is specified 
in the Technical Specifications. On the basis of the acceptance of 
RWE analysis methods in Reference 7, we find the calculated CPR 
reduction and the RBM setpoint previously adopted in the Technical 
Specifications for the RWE acceptable.  

Fuel loading errors which could result in violation of the MCPR limit 
have been analyzed (Reference 1) by methods described in Reference 11 
and approved by the staff in Reference 7. These analyses indicate that 
no fuel loading error could lead to a MCPR below the SLMCPR.  

In summary, the licensee has analyzed those anticipated transients and 
fuel loading errors expected to cause the most severe reductions in CPR 
during Cycle 3, and we consider the overall methodology used, including 
input and adjustments to the resulting CPR reductions involving RPT, 
to be acceptable. The MCPR limits have been set according to these 
analyses.  

We therefore conclude that no anticipated transient or fuel loading 
error will result in violation of the SLMCPR during Cycle 3 and that 
the MCPR limits proposed by the licensee are acceptable.  

3.3 Accident Analyses 

3.3.1 LOCA Analyses and MAPLHGR Limits 

The introduction of 8x8R fuel into the BF-2 core has required 
additional MAPLHGR limits for the new fuel type. The new limits, listed 
in Reference 3, are based on methods and input described directly or 
by reference in References 1 and 11. Reference 7 discusses the bases 
for acceptance by the staff of LOCA analyses and MAPLHGR limits, that 
is, the criteria of 10 CFR 50.46 including Appendix K of 10 CFR 50.46.  
All such acceptance criteria are met for BF-2 for Cycle 3 with the 
exception that the identification of the limiting break size and 
worst single failure have recently been called into question.  

The proposed BF-2 MAPLHGR limits are based on the assumption that 
the limiting LOCA for LPCI-MOD plants such as BF-2 is a 100% DBA 
discharge line break with failure of the LPCI injection valve feeding 
the unbroken flow path. However, GE has recently responded (Reference 
12) to staff concerns that a DC power source failure could more seriously 
affect ECC systems performance than a LPCI injection valve failure, 
and could even modify the effect of small break LOCAs to the extent 
that a small break LOCA could become limiting for some BWRs.
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In Reference 12 GE reported bounding generic analyses comparing the 
peak clad temperature (PCT) for a complete spectrum of break sizes 
and for the potential worst single failure. They found that the PCT 
for the currently accepted limiting break for LPCI-MOD plants is 
larger by 1220F than the worst break of any size assuming a DC power 
source failure. On this basis GE concluded that there is no change 
in either the limiting break size or the worst single failure.  

Although plant specific analyses for BF-2 were not performed, the 
licensee has supplied information specific to BF-2 to justify that the 
GE bounding analyses are applicable to BF-2.( 6 ) Our review of the boundinq 
analyses is not complete. However, on the basis of our review to date 
we believe the margin of 1220F between the currently accepted PCT 
and that associated with the worst case break assuming loss of a DC 
power source is large enough that the current PCT will continue tobe 
acceptable after completion of our review. This conclusion depends 
on the findings by GE (Reference 12) and the licensee (Reference 6) 
regarding the ECC systems which would remain available upon loss of 
a DC power source.  

In summary we conclude, based on the considerations discussed above, 
that all requirements of 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K thereof will be 
met when BF-2 is operated during Cycle 3 in accordance with the MAPLHGRs 
proposed in Reference 3. We therefore consider the modifications to 
the Technical Specification MAPLHGRs acceptable.  

3.3.2 Control Rod Drop Accident 

In our safety evaluation (Reference 7) of GE's generic reload methods 
(Reference 11) we concluded that bounding analyses would be acceptable 
for the control rod drop accident (CRDA) provided all the key input 
parameters are bounded by the assumptions of the generic analysis.  
For those cases for which the input parameters are not bounded, plant
cycle dependent analyses are required.  

As indicated in Reference 1 all input parameters for the CRDA at 2860 C 
are bounded by the generic values so that the bounding analysis is 
acceptable for this case. For the CRDA at 200C the accident reactivity 
shape function for Cycle 3 was not bounded by the generic curve.  

The plant-cycle specific analysis for the non-bounded condition resulted 
in a peak enthalpy of 273 cal/gm (Reference 1) which meets the criteria 
for the CRDA (i.e., the peak enthalpy must be less than 280 cal/gm).  

We conclude that for BF-2 Cycle 3 the consequences of the worst CRDA 
will not exceed the permissible limits and are therefore acceptable.
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3.3°3 Fuel Loading Error 

The effect of postulated fuel loading errors on fuel thermal limits 

has been analyzed by the licensee using the new analytical methods 

developed by GE (References 13 and 14) and approved by the staff 

(Reference 15). These analyses indicate that the safety limits on 

MCPR and LHGR will not be violated by the most severe fuel misloading 

which could occur during BF-2 Cycle 3 operation. Based on the use 

of accepted methods and the result that safety limits will not be 

violated, we find the operation of BF-2 during Cycle 3 acceptable 
with regard to fuel loading errors.  

3.4 Overpressure Analysis 

The overpressure analysis for the MSIV closure with high flux scram, 

which is the limiting overpressure event, has been performed in 

accordance with the requirements of Reference 7. The analysis assumed 

the minimum number of operable relief valves allowed by the proposed 

Technical Specifications (Reference 4). As specified in Reference 7, 

the sensitivity of peak vessel pressure to failure of one safety valve 

has also been considered in our evaluation. We conclude that there 

is sufficient margin between the peak calculated vessel pressure and 

the design limit pressure to allow for the failure of at least one 

valve. Therefore, the limiting overpressure event as analyzed by 

the licensee is considered acceptable on the bases outlined in 

Reference 7.  

3.5 Thermal-Hydraulic Stability 

A thermal-hydraulic stability analysis was performed with the methods 

described in Reference 11. The results show that the channel hydro

dynamic and reactor core decay ratios at the least stable operating 

state (corresponding to the intersection of the natural circulation 

curve and 105% rod line on the power-flow map) are below the 1.0 

Ultimate Performance Limit decay ratio proposed by GE.  

The staff has expressed generic concerns regarding reactor core 
thermal-hydraulic stability at the least stable reactor condition.  
This condition could be reached during an operational transient from 

high power if the plant were to sustain a trip of both recirculation 
pumpswithout a reactor trip. The concerns are motivated by increasing 

decay ratios as equilibrium fuel cycles are approached and as reload 

fuel designs change. The staff concerns relate to both the consequences 
of operating at a decay ratio of 1.0 and the capability of the analytical 
methods to accurately predict decay ratios.
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The General Electric Company is addressing these staff concerns through 

meetings, topical reports and a stability test program. Although a 

final test report has not as yet been received by the staff for review, 

it is expected that the test results will aid considerably in resolving 

the staff concerns.  

For a previous operating cycle, the staff, as an interim measure, 

added a requirement to the Technical Specifications which restricted 

planned operation in the natural circulation mode. Continuation of 

this restriction will also provide a significant increase in the 

reactor core stability operating margins for the current cycle so 

that the decay ratio is <1.0 in all operating modes. On the basis 

of the foregoing, the staff considers the plant thermal-hydraulic 

stability characteristics to be acceptable.  

3.6 Startup Testing 

A startup test program for Cycle 3 has been submitted by the licensee 

(Reference 6). The purpose of the startup tests is to provide 

assurance that the reload core has been assembled as intended. The 

licensee's proposed test program and acceptance criteria provide 

such assurance and are acceptable for Cycle 3 operation.  

3.7 Mitigation of Transients By End of Cycle Recirculation Pump Trip 

In Reference 1 the licensee has submitted analyses of pressurization 

transients which take credit for operation of an end of cycle recirculation 

pump trip (EOC - RPT) at BF-2. Similar credit has previously been 

approved by the staff for Browns Ferry Units 1 and 3 (References 10 

and 16). These approvals were made under the condition that a penalty 

of 0.03 be applied to the CPR reductions calculated for pressurization 

transients using the GE REDY code and modeling the EOC-RPT.  

Our acceptance of the MCPR limits discussed in Section 3.2.2 of this 

report is based on the previous acceptance of the EOC-RPT concept, 

the application of the 0.03 conservatism factor, and the condition 

that the BF-2 EOC-RPT meets all other NRC design criteria for 
safety related systems.  

3.8 Technical Specification Modifications 

Included in References 3 and 4 are several proposed modifications 

to the BF-2 Technical Specifications. Of these, adoption of the 

1.07 Safety Limit MCPR, revision of operating limit MCPRs, and adoption 

of MAPLHGR limits for 8x8R fuel are acceptable for reasons discussed 

in earlier sections of this report.
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Some of the modifications proposed in Reference 3 and 4 are merely 
changes in the bases to the Technical Specifications, reflecting the 
refueling of the core, and do not constitute changes in the limiting 
conditions for operation. We consider the proposals of this type to 
be acceptable.  

Because this is the first cycle for which BF-2 will contain 8x8R 
fuel, a linear heat generation rate (LHGR) limit and a power spiking 
penalty associated with the LHGR limit have been proposed. These 
proposals are consistent with the requirements of our generic SER 
(Reference 7) and are therefore acceptable for BF-2 for Cycle 3.  

Allowance for operation with one of the eleven relief valves out of 
service has been proposed in Reference 4. This is consistent with 
other parts of the Technical Specifications previously approved 
and allowing reduced ADS capacity (Reference 17). The affects of 
the reduced relief valve capacity on pressurization transients were 
considered in Reference 1 and have been discussed in Sections 3.3 
and 3.4 of this report. On that basis, we consider the proposal 
to be acceptable.  

3.9 End-of-Cycle Recirculation Pump Trip 

During the previous refueling outage (spring 1978), TVA installed an 
end-of-cycle RPT system (hereafter referred to as RPT system) in BF-2.  
This system provides automatic trip of both recirculation pumps after 
turbine trip or generator load rejection if reactor power is above 
approximately 30 percent of rated full load. The purpose of this trip 
is to reduce the peak reactor pressure and peak heat flux resulting 
from transients in which it is postulated that there is a coincident 
failure of the turbine bypass system. The recirculation pump trip 
signal results from either turbine control valve fast closure or 
turbine stop valve closure. Reactor scram is also initiated by these 
signals. Since the recirculation pump trip involves opening of cir
cuit breakers between the motor-generator set and the pumps, the 
flow coastdown is more rapid than that resulting from loss of power to 
the motor-generator sets. The very rapid reduction in core flow follow
ing a recirculation pump trip early in these transients reduces the 
severity of the events because the immediate resultant increase in core 
voids provides negative reactivity which supplements the negative 
reactivity from control rod scram.  

During the current refueling outage, TVA modified the BF-2 RPT system 
design to include the same logic and testability features as the RPT 
system on BF-l. Reference 10 discusses the design of the RPT system, 
and our evaluation of the design, test requirements and analyses of 
potential failures in system components. We conclude that the design 
adequately complies with IEEE Standard 279 for its stated purpose, that 
all parts of the redundant RPT system are appropriately qualified to 
mitigate appropriate anticipated pressure transients from the turbine 
and that the design is acceptable. The Technical Specifications have 
been modified to require that each of the two redundant RPT systems be
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individually tested (scram logic) once per month and that the system be 
functionally tested after installation and during refueling outages.  

4.0 Environmental Considerations 

We have determined that the amendment does not authorize a change in 
effluent types or total amounts nor an increase in power level and will 
not result in any significant environmental impact. Having made this 
determination, we have further concluded that the amendment involves an 
action which is insignificant from the standpoint of environmental impact 
and, pursuant to 10 CFR §51.5(d)(4), that an environmental impact state
ment or negative declaration and environmental impact appraisal need not 
be prepared in connection with the issuance of this amendment.  

5.0 Conclusion 

We have concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that: 
(1) because the amendment does not involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of accidents previously considered and does 
not involve a significant decrease in a safety margin, the amendment 
does not involve a significant hazards consideration, (2) there is 
reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public will not be 
endangered by operation in the proposed manner, and (3) such activities 
will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations and 
the issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the common defense 
and security or to the health and safety of the public.

Dated: May 25, 1979
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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

DOCKET NO. 50-260 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF AMENDMENT TO FACILITY 
OPERATING LICENSE 

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has issued Amendment 

No. 46 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-52 issued to Tennessee Valley 

Authority (the licensee), which revised the Technical Specifications for operation 

of the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Unit No. 2 (the facility) located in Limestone 

County, Alabama. The amendment is effective as of the date of issuance.  

This amendment permits operation of Browns Ferry Unit No. 2 with additional 

8x8 retrofit fuel in the third fuel cycle following the second refueling outage.  

The application for this amendment complies with the standards and require

ments of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), and the Commission's 

rules and regulations. The Commission has made appropriate findings as required 

by the Act and the Commission's rules and regulations in 10 CFR Chapter I, which 

are set forth in the license amendment. Prior public notice of this amendment was 

not required since the amendment does not involve a significant hazards consideration.  

The Commission has determined that the issuance of this amendment will not 

result in any significant environmental impact and that pursuant to 10 CFR 

951.5(d)(4) an environmental impact statement, or negative declaration and environ

mental impact appraisal need not be prepared in connection with issuance of this 

amendment.  

For further details with respect to this action, see (1) the application for 

amendment dated February 9, 1979, as supplemented by letters dated May 15, 1979 

and May 16, 1979, (2) Amendment No.46 to License No. DPR-52, and (3) the 

Commission's related Safety Evaluation. All of these items are available for 

~9O7134-1
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public inspection at the Commission's Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, N. W., 

Washington, D. C. and at the Athens Public Library, South and Forrest, Athens, 

Alabama 35611. A copy of items (2) and (3) may be obtained upon request addressed 

to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D. C. 20555, Attention: 

Director, Division of Operating Reactors.  

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland, this 25th day of May 1979.  

~E~RGUL COMMISSION FOR THE NICLEAR REGUATO/PCMISO 

Vernon L. Rooney, Acting Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #3 
Division of Operating Reactors


